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Strife, Unrest Continues in Southeast Asia
by David A. McKaige

At the ten year anniversary of the
communist Khmer Rouge takeover of
Cambodia, the country is still riddled with economic, military, and
humanitarian woes.
Millions of Cambodians have lost
their lives since 1973, and hundreds
of thousands of those surviving have
fled the country into neighboring
Thailand. This has only strained that
country's economic resources with
one of the world's largest refugee
populations.
With recent legislation on Capitol
Hill allotting additional aid to the

The Shoe Bootique
(Men and Women)
Tassel
Men's: $61.95
Women's: $39.95

non-communist Cambodian insurgents, southeast Asia has drawn
increased public attention in the
United States.
Recent History of Cambodia
The modern troubles of Cambodia
began in 1970 when General Lon Nol
overthrew Prince
Norodom
Sihanouk. With the help of the
United States, Nol battled Vietnamese Communist and Khmer
Rouge forces in Cambodia.
The United States stopped a three-

year bombing effort in 1973, and
within two years the country fell to

the Khmer Rouge forces under Pol
Pot.
Pot instigated a form of communism where all citizens became

farmers and agricultural workers.
Having no need for the intelligensia
in an agrarian society, the Khmer
Rouge embarked on a campaign of
Vietnamese, page 9

Update

Ortega Proposes Peace

Nicaraguan President Daniel Ortega, after intensive talks with
Massachusetts Senator John Kerry and Senator Thomas Harkin of lowa,
said Saturday that Nicaragua would agree to an immediate cease-fire to end
the country's civil war if the United States halted its aid to the contras.
Ortega also agreed to restore civil liberties and stop press censorship if
his condition was met reported the Boston Globe.

Reagan Alters Visit Sites
plans by president Keagan to lay

a wreath al Litburg cemetary.

where about

50 members of Waffen S3 troops are buried, has caused an international
outcry among Jewish and Veteran groups. It has prompted the president
to add a tour fo the Bergen-Belsen death camp to his visit.
Alfred Dreggar, leader os Chancelor Helmut Kohl's party, has said a refusal
to visit Bitburg cemetary would aid those who want to use the 40th anniversary of VE Day to undermine US?West German relations, according to
Compiled by David McKaige
Vldia^e
United press International.
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Join Volt's Temporary Staff for the Summer
Short and Long-Term Assignments for:
Assemblers
Assembly Trainees
Warehouse People
Stock Clerks
Light Production

Secretaries

Typists
Receptionists
Word Processors
Data Entry Clerks

Enjoy a flexible schedule and work at a variety of companies in the Route 128,
93 and surrounding areas. These industries include high-tech, office supply, financial services and scientific and medical research. You can also learn new skills
with on-the-job training provided by many companies. Apply Now! No Fee!
Monday-Friday 8:00am - 5:00pm

The Tassel Weejun's® casual elegance
makes it suitable for all occasions. Full
grain leather uppers with leather soles
and heels. Own a pair!

VOLT TEMPORARY SERVICES
800 West Cummings Park
Woburn, MA 01801 938-6969

1237 Commonwealth Aye., Allston
(right next to

-

Mac/s Liquor Store)

An Equal Opportunity Employer ask about referral bonuses
A great way to enhance your student budget.

254-3838
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Off-Campus Housing Examined and Evaluated
UGBC sponsored forum to discuss
the matter in February.

by Susan Parker

Much has been written this semester on various aspects of housing for BC students; from hikes in room and board bills, to
disciplinary problems with off campus students, to the firing of
BC Housing Director Richard Collins. Aside from these troubles
what can be said about an actual comparison of two very different
experiences?that of off-campus versus on-campus lite?
In this special section on off-campus housing, the Heights attempts to make the comparison by presenting the results of its
survey which was designed to compare the advantages and disadvantages of each with special attention given to costs.
ing of 11.3°70 of Cleveland Circle

Background Facts

students and roughly 5% of the total
off campus population. There are
currently 5,173 listed as living in BC

The Dean of Students' Office
estimates that approximately 2,000
BC students lived off-campus for the Housing.
1984-85 year. Of these, approximateThe Community was angry, BC
ly 1,100 were in their option year to responded, and four months later...
live off-campus, 235 had enrolled as
In December, just prior to the
transfers without housing and 224 as beginning of this semester, Dean of
freshman without housing, with Students Edward Hanrahan, SJ, Barsimiliar figures applying to preceding ton, and several community members
years like 1983-84.
met to discuss community outrage at
Judging by zip codes used in senthe behavior of college students livding letters to off-campus students , ing in their neighborhoods. The
Director of Community Affairs University offered to take stricter
Laurence Barton estimated 700 to disciplinary measures and intervene
800 of these students live in the where jurisdiction allowed. Anger at
Cleveland Circle area. The Heights this, on the part of off-campus
survey covers a representative samplstudents themselves, prompted a

Four months later however, the
sentiments are not as clear as to
whether the problem has improved or

Comparison ol Annual l-lousiny Costs
Qll

not.

"From September to December we
were getting 30 calls a week. Right
now I'd say we're down to one a
week; that shows our plan worked,"
Barton said. "There's a heightened
awareness of neighborhoodconcerns,
If that result meant having an in-

crease in discipline, then that's the
we had to take," he also
commented.
This perception was corroborated
by Campus Police Chief Kenneth
Watson, who said, "Yes, I think we
do get less complaints?and any we
do get are being adressed forthrightly." He claimed also that th« University's initiatives are beginning to
show results.
Lisa Zankman, one of the more
outspoken community members at
December's meeting said, however,
"It's getting worse."
"It's very nice that BC met with
us," she said, and if the person causing trouble can be identified, that the
BC Police will come and take down
that information, but she added,
"I'm not going to go out at 2 am and
ask their names and where they live."

02MPU8 Oll C2MPU5 >^NNU2l
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who has lived on Sutherland Road
for the last nine years claims the
situation has only recently worsened
in the last few years. "I was a student too," she said, but "I'm thinking of moving. I've had it with
smashing beer bottles. My car has
been kicked in twice," Zankman
added, with a tinge of anger.
The Brighton realtors have mixed
responses toward BC students. A
spokesman for Rosalind Realty said,
"Yes, there have been complaints
from other residents, but there's a
sour apple every once in a while." He
claimed there have been no serious
problems with BC students. Of the
may miss out on many of BC's acbuildings. Some students cite street
80 apartments Rosalind rents, 70 are
taking
not
events.
"1
not
concrime
their
reason
for
and
am
as
tivities
to BC students; regardless of whether
advantage of the O'Neill Library or they are BC students, he said, "The
sidered a 'BC student' because I am
campus events that take place in the vast majority are excellent tenants."
off-campus and a transfer," comevening. They said they feel unsafe
mented a student.
"The only problem with these BC
in their own neiehborhoods; yet
Many of the transfer students who
students is that once they get away
others complained of landlords who from home they think they're freeare never offered University housing,
said they long for just one year of
refuse to install or fix broken securiin-the-wind," the realtor explained.
campus housing to experience resity doors in the lobbies.
One agent from All-Bright Realty,
dent life. The majority of those
One student told the story of when
another agency which greatly
surveyed agreed BC needs more
her apartment was broken into durdepends on the patronage of BC
housing so transfer students are not
ing the semester break. Her roomstudents, said, "We cater to BC
forced to live off campus.
mate arrived at the apartment shortstudents. We want them too, but one
ly after the crime had taken place. bad egg ruins it." Claiming there is
Asked about the recent initiative
Not knowing what to do, she called
a problem, the agent said, "It
J.
Students
Edward
Boston Police and BC Police. Boston
by the Dean of
depends on the maturity of the
Hanrahan, SJ, office to monitor offPolice did not respond until four
student."
campus students' conduct more
Explaining there are many ownerhours later and "BC Police..flat out
closely, the students expressed their refused to help."
occupied dwellings interspersed
outrage. "You don't care about us
Others surveyed have complained among student apartments, he said,
enough to give us or find us a place of unrespqnsive BC Police. BC
"Students are bound by student
to live, so stay out of my life," said
Police Chief Kenneth Watson said it
rules. But people who work all week
one irate respondent.
want to mellow out on the
is the policy to respond to those calls
The students expressed concern
because the presence of an officer
weekends." The agent said of his BC
about the recent intiative since they would help.
tenants, "Ninety percent are
said they feel they are ignored by BC
Despite these disadvantages, many
great...but some are in a select group
until BC's image is at stake, and then students explained they enjoy the of BC students with a very bad
reputation. One group of guys threw
the administration steps in. freedom and independence of off"Hanrahan is only concerned with campus life. They said they believe
a burning mattress out the window,
the reputation of the school, not with it is a valuable part of their educaand among other things they play
the welfare of the students," another tion since it prepares them for the real
soccer indoors."
The magnitude of the situation
student said.
world. Some even said they felt livmany
expressnot increase rents, but it may
may
importantly,
More
ing on campus is a sort of fantasy
in
security
discourage
their
over
landlords and realtors
really
ed concern
doesn't reflect the
world since it
living
apartment.
in
an
neighborhoods and apartment
true nature of
More Area, page 8
Zankman attributed the students'
late night loudness which keeps her
awake at night to the winning basketball and football seasons. "There are
a lot of us who hate Doug Flutie."
Yet she continued, "BC is a good
neighbor; I just don't know if the
University has rights to regulate these
students...few people perceive it as a
problem BC can take care of without
building new dorms. There's just no
Zankman,
short term solution."

Off-Campus Students Voice Their Concerns
by Dan DaSilva

This year roughly 30% of the
Boston College student body is living off campus, resulting in a number
of common concerns and issues.
The housing survey conducted by
the Heights asked off-campus
students to comment on concerns and
issues they are currently facing.
Most of the students who answered
the questionnairewere quick to point
out the advantages of living in an
apartment away from the restrictions

and authority of University housing.
However, students also described
problems they believe need immediate action.

One major concern was the shuttle bus service currently being provided by the Crystal Transport Company. One student who has had to rely on the bus for the past three years
found the system to be "terrible" and
said he believed "the service could be
greatly improved." Almost all those
surveyed who said they found the bus
service to be a major problem, saying it was unreliable and erratic.
Many others, especially transfer
students, noted the feelings of isolation that surround students offcampus. Students complained that
many of the flyers which are sent
through campus mail never reach offcampus students. Consequently, they

Survey Results:
Of those surveyed during their option year off campus:
?61.5% considered the experience "preferable to living in on campus
housing"
?30.7% said it is "very inconvenient and I am anxious to get back
on campus"
Of those living off-campus through personal choice or because they
did not receive University housing:
?31.5% called the experience of living off campus "preferable to living in on campus housing"
?25.9% said "there are a few minor inconveniences, but off campus
housing is all right"
? 14.8% considered it "very inconvenient and I am anxious to get back
on campus"
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by P.J. Brady and Karen O'Toole

Seniors, do you think your education at BC was worth it?

Mary Bevelock A&S '85

Rick Fitzpatrick A&S '85

Julie Ranger A&S '85

I think that it was definitely worth

BC provides an excellent oppor-

I certainly do. The experiences I
have living in the Boston area, the
courses I have taken, and studying a year in Switzerland made
these past four years the best of
my life.

it. I've learned a lot, met a lot of
good friends and had a lot of
great times.

tunity to learn about yourself and

others. It's surely a global

education.

John Robinson (r) SOM '85
Michael Davis (I) A&S '85

Leslie Samuelrich A&S '85
John Van Hagen A&S '85

In paper, printing and including
the cover, a diploma costs $10?
Yea, it was worth it! Thanks BC!

I don't think you can put a price
on education, but the price BC attempts to put on education is
exorbitant.
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Editorials
Stipend Soap Opera Continues
April 1, the UGBC Senate finally passed a resolution by an 8-6-2 vote prohibiting the granting of stipends to the Executive Vice President or any other
UGBC member appointed by the President.
Then, just when it looked as if the entire melodramatic stipend issue had ended on a positive note, outgoing President Jeff Thielman vetoed the measure only days before leaving office.
However, the crudest April Fool's joke was yet to come, as the Senate's resolve
suddenly dissolved with amazing speed. By a 7-4-3 vote it upheld Thielman's veto.
The first question that comes to mind is by what ethical right does a lame
duck President veto a resolution by the Senate?
None.
And then there are the comments by incoming President Peter Thomas. "How
the President decides to spend it [the stipend] is his decision once he gets it,"
he claimed. Has Thomas already forgotton that he was elected by the students
to represent their concerns and wishes?
Yet, one must remember that this is the same Peter Thomas who, as Senate
President last fall, wrote the second episode of the stipend soap opera, railroading
Lou Helbling's $1,400 in an unconstitutional vote. He gathered a few senators
and voted to suspend Senate rules, eliminating the required number of Senators
needed for a quorum. However, what Thomas failed to realize was that one needs
a quorum to pass a resolution to suspend the quorum rule.
The 1985-1986 Senate had the opportunity to resolve a controversial, important issue. Rather than outlawing stipends, the senators bowed to the pressure
of a lame duck President and an incoming President who had acted unconstitutionally and unethically when the stipend soap opera began in the fall.

Marathon: World Class Future?
The idea of paying top runners at the Boston Marathon can stir some very
emotional responses. With such a long tradition behind it, altering the race seems
almost heretical. This resistance to change stifles the success and growth of the
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race.
One thing can be said for those who oppose change: after 89 years of success,
they have a point. For many years the race has operated successfully, pleasing
crowds and runners. This year, despite some adverse publicity, about 5,500 entrants ran behind eventual winner Geoff Smith.
But the marathon could be better. It could be improved by the addition of
world-class runners who would strengthen the competition at the front of the
race. At this time the only way to do that is by paying runners appearance and
prize money. The New York Marathon, run by the ever-practical Fred Lebow,
offered prize money before it had television exposure and revenues.
World-class runners help a race in many ways. Running is one of the only
sports where athletes at every level can compete with the best. While they are
not side by side with these runners, they know they are there. They can say they
ran with a DeCastalla or a Rodgers. Fans can better appreciate a race that has
top competition, even if they do not know who some of the top runners are.
The race does not need to be moved to Sunday to accomodate this. That is
a separate issue just as the prestige of the race is another issue. This marathon
will always have prestige and can only benefit from a few hired feet.
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Festival of Friendship
About two weeks ago over 600 student volunteers joined 160 special needs
youths at the William J. Flynn Recreational Complex for Boston College's third
annual Festival of Friendship. Sponsored by UGBC, the day was comprised of
non-competitive sports and activities, which provided BC students with a unique opportunity to work with handicapped children.
Co-Chairpersons Mike Miller, Annmarie Pereira and Eileen Duffy should be
commended for their outstanding effort. People with their dedication and concern are examples for the entire BC community.
Early this year, there was talk of drastically reducing or even eliminating the
Festival altogether. However, anyone who saw the enthusiasm generated by the
event would quickly realize that this would have been a grave error on the part
of UGBC.
Hopefully, in the years to come the Festival will be expanded?with more BC
students reaching out to those who are less fortunate.
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Readr'sForum
neither referring to the worn-torn grass nor the
general litter near the various frequently visited
areas. The issue concerns the graffiti and/or
slander that is being irresponsibly spread all
over Boston College.
While the Dustbowl has traditionally been
the battleground for political and non-political

Armenian
Holocaust
To the Editor:
Following up your fine editorial on the Alba-

nian Holocaust of last week and on the 40th
anniversary of the terrible Holocaust of six
million Jewish people in the concentration
camps of Hitler's Third Reich, another frightful
example of man's inhumanity to man is
brought to mind.
April 24 of this week marks the 70th anniver-

sary of the first genocide of our century. The
deed was perpetrated by the ruling Turkish wartime triumvirate of Enver Pasha, Talaat Bey,
and Djemal Pasha.
With incredible cruelty, 1,500,000 Armenians
perished between 1915-1928. Only a quarter of
the two million Armenians in the Ottoman Empire survived.
It is fitting to salute this gallant people on
the 70th anniversary of their Holocaust. The
action of a few extremist Armenian terrorists
against innocent Turkish diplomats, of course,
cannot be condoned. The Armenian Martyrs
would be the first to repudiate them.
Rev. Leonord Mahoney, SJ
Department of Philosophy

Vandalism
Spreading

points of view, certain individuals now believe
the 100-yard stretch of blacktop to be too
limiting. These individuals have come to the
conclusion and understanding that they can to
what they wish to the campus as if it were their
own individual piece of property. The truth ol
the matter is (for those who do not already
know it) that BC is a community for
everyone?residents as well as non-residents?
and its resources are here for everyone to utilize
and appreciate. Instead there are those who
have chosen to overlook the newspapers, radio
station, and other vehicles of public expression,
and have gone to great lengths to selfishly
disregard the feelings of the Boston College
community, by abusing and defacing the
buildings and grounds with personal views and
opinions.
Having lived most of my life in New York
City I am used to graffiti and exploitation of
beauty, yet on behalf of those in the BC community who share in my efforts to stop the
spray paint, I demand that the ones who have
been committing these acts control themselves

and their actions. This must stop. If not for the
sake of those still attending and visiting, this
must stop for the sake of the students who will
be future members of the Boston College
community.
Boston College and its campus have meant
a lot to me and I wish for its beauty to remain
undamaged and unexploited for those who have

To the Editor:

not yet

experienced all that it has

It all began on the Dustbowl; then it spread

offer.

Theo E. Spilka, '85

to the Upper Campus stairs;

then the top of the
Recreational Complex. A few weeks after,
some appeared on the roof of Gasson Hall.
Since then, it has come to the quad and now
to the O'Neill Library Plaza.
This statement is addressed to the individuals) who remain(s) committed to defacing, abusing, and disrupting the beauty of the
Boston College campus and community. I am

to

Valued Exposure
To the Editor:
We would like to sincerely thank Mike

Spend QJouft Summe/t

Htopokint ru-26.2
P
Paul Stapleton.

Last Patriot's Day I walked over to Commonwealth Avenue in the rain figuring I would
watch the lead runner in the Boston Marathon
trot past. Then I would head back to the dorm
and hang-out. When the wheelchair racers
whizzed-by, I clapped and thought " pretty
cool." When the truck transporting the digital
time-clock rolled-up heart break hill with Geoff
Smith, a sole silhouette against the empty road
behind him, following, I clapped, said "cool,"
opened up a beer and said," Hey, let's check
out the first woman too."
The first woman came past and a few
Marines, and a guy wearing an FDNY t-shirt,
and a fella from Fordham University in the
Bronx, and a few middle-aged men with
"DAD" or "DOC" written on their t-shirts.
By this time I was clapping, sinking beer into
my belly, and cheering every foot that plodded past. I went home that night at 5:30 wet and
drunk and hoarse and happy. I had fun.
This March 21, the first day of spring, I went
down to the plex after work, put on a pair of
Mike running sneakers, and ran down to
Coolidge Corner and back. The next day I ran
down to Kenmore Square and back. Everyday
after that I did the same route.
So, on this Patriot's Day I walked over to
my friend's room at 7:30 in the morning,
knocked on his door until he woke-up, and
said,"Hey, man, you wanna drive me out to
Hopkinton? I'm gonna run in the Marathon."
We drove out the Mass Pike, followed
Highways 9 and 85 and entered the village called Hopkinton. All the cops they could muster,
and I imagine all the cops they have, were
posted on the streets, directing traffic, stringing ropes between telephonepoles, and scooting
around on heavy-engined motorcycles.
The marathon was to begin at noon so I ate
some doughnuts and watched the runners and
visitors parade into Hopkinton. The town
common was staked-out by vendors peddling
marathon t-shirts, painters' caps, pencils, pennants, stickers, mugs, napkins, and buttons.
Loud-speakers set-up on the edge of the common blared the "Chariots ofFire" theme song.
Runners stretched-out on lawns,' sidewalks,
steps, on any open spot. The woods behind a
row of stores were invaded by runners who
forewent the use of porto-johns standing in the
common and next to thefire house. Porto-john
lines were eight people deep. Local revellers
sang on the steps of the local bar.
Before noon the runners gathered in the
street: numbered runners in front, unofficial

runners packed behind. At noon a recorded national anthem blared from the loudspeakers in
the common. The unofficial, unnumbered runners pushed forward and the front pressed
back. Yells fell back from the front. Then
cheers went up throughout the town. The race
had begun. The pack in back did not budge for
five minutes. We all then walked forward. The
crowd cheered as we walked. 1 could not stop
smiling. Everyone began cheering. I notice
anotherkid in a BC t-shirt and I nodded to him.
He smiled in recognition. After another few
minutes we began to jog.
The day was hot and my legs began to hurt
after eight miles. However, the spectators supplied dixie cups of water, slices of oranges, and
words of support. In the suburban towns before
Wellesley, people brought out garden hoses and
sprayed the runners.
In one town some teenagers rigged together
their electric guitars and yelled out some rock
and roll tunes from their front porch. Three
seperate old men stood alongside the route
strumming banjos. One young guy blew his
trumpet from the bed of his pick-up truck. A

bunch of bikers in front of a garage raised their
fists as we passed. The Rolling Stones' "Time
is on my side" played from their radio. I gave
a thumbs-up.
There waas never time to think about cramps
or thirst or breath. I just watched the crowds.
I saw little dirty hands stretched-out for high
fives, teenage girls smoking marijuana, fathers
holding babies, men with moustaches, thick
moustaches, thin moustaches, even one handlebar moustache, beards and lambchop
sideburns, Natick High jackets, Framingham
firemen, Wellesley College girls (nothing but
for a mile it seemed), old women" leaning on
mailboxes, nuns, priests, dogs, dachshounds,
dobermans, shepherds, and mutts, a fat guy
who weighed at least 400 lbs. squatting on a
stone wall and squeezing a beer, railroad cars,
farms,

steeples, weathervanes, ponds and

fishermen, pickup trucks and one old sky blue
Thunderbird convertible. I saw everything. 1
saw Massachusetts. I saw a celebration.

I wore a Boston College t-shirt. That provided my tag. Throughout the run people
cheered "Go BC" or "Go Eagle." My pride
for BC soared. By time I reached Bapst Library
I was ready to try out for the Eagle mascot.
The cheers from the BC students camped-out
on Comm Aye were exhilirating.
When I crossed thefinish line at the PrudentialCenter the time Was 3:26:06. I was stiff and
tired and hungry and happy. I had fun.

Contemf^atog:
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The Lizard
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Thank You
The Gay Community at Boston College

Plaza Paint
Protested
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To the Editor

We were saddened by the recent vandalism
the plaza area in front of the O'Neil Library
Why protest against the destructive forces of
nuclear defense by defacing this new addition
to the Boston College community?
Maggie Flood, '87 Caroline Jakubowicz, '87
Elizabeth Molina. '87
Sheila Gorman, '87
Hailey,
Patience
'87
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Commentary

A

Continuing Tradition...

by Alex Stevenson

Commentary

by

Benedict for his commentary on the Gay Community at Boston College in the April 15 issue
of The Heights. We consider this article to be
an important step in providing gay awareness
to the entire Boston College community. For
a student to author such a courageous article,
offers us a glimmer of hope that a greater
degree of acceptance from our peers will result.
We are a minority, the largest minority, at
Boston College and yet we are the least
acknowledged and supported. We are determined to change this situation. In order for neglect
and ignorance to no longer shroud our existence, the Boston College community needs
to beeducated and awakened that there are gay
men and lesbian women students, faculty, and
administrators who deserve the same respect,
acceptance, and dignity as every member of the
University. We also need to be supported and
celebrated for our role in God's continuing
creation.
We feel that Michael's article was a valuable
and beneficial piece of exposure. We commend
Michael and The Heights for their concern and
support on this sensitive, yet vital issue.

All marathons require plenty of advance
planning. This year I am ready. It is 10 o'clock
am and the eggs are ready to be scrambled, the
table is set, and the orange juice and coffee are
ready to be poured. Brunch is not for another
hour.
This is oneyear I am not running the Boston
Marathon. Three years I have run, and finished, but this time I'll join friends in finding out
why it constitutes the city's premier spectator
event.

We switch on the TV and watch sportscasters
urgently mouth platitudes about the grit and
determination of those back-of-the-pack runners we all are supposed to really care most
about. Poor sportscasters. This only happens
once a year and so their platitudes are a little
rusty, and, well, platitudinous. A welcome
relief, Joan Benoit shows the same pluck, intelligence, and understated charm in doingcolor commentary on Channel 5 that she brought
to her gold medal performance at the women's
Olympic marathon in Los Angeles. Channel 5
has Marty Liquori too, also a former Olympic
competitor, who handles himself quite ably
behind a microphone. Looks like the awards
for best sportscasting are already wrapped up
here.

Bill Rodgers is all over the dial, even though
he's not running Boston this year, having
elected instead, to run a New Jersey marathon,
for money, in a month.
Fittingly, everyone wants Bill's thoughts on
the prize money situation and, sly dog that he
is, Bill manages to appear affable, thoughful,
ingenuous, and even not greedy, he of the half
million in 1984 running-related earnings, while
saying that, why yes, the Boston marathon
should institute a purse, come to think of it.
On another front, Bill has words of encouragement for a father pushing his handicapped son the distance in a wheelchair.
And they're off! Geoff Smith is alone from
the start running at break-neck pace. I have to
clue my fellow brunch-mates into the
significance of a 14 minute split for five
kilometers and 28 minutes and some change for
10 kilometers, all during the course of a
marathon. Nobody is impressed, and it is indeed hard to appreciate how fast Smith is running, without any competition near him. He
looks very comfortable, but I make a bet that
he won't break the current world record of
2:08:05, taking the short end of 5:1 odds.
Boston is too treacherous a course, and with
60 degree temperatures, a noon start, and no
cloud cover, I feel sure that the course will yet
exact its pound of flesh, or quart of body fluid,
as it did to Bill Rodgers and Alberto Salazar,
winners in the hot years of '80 and '82,
respectively.

Having lapped up our eggs in record time,
we're off to Cleveland Circle for a better view
of things, and none too soon. Geoff Smith is
not far away, and the crowd is already
overflowing windows, and climbing atop every
available post, sign, or roof. Soon the
wheelchair competitors zoom by, well ahead of

the runners.

Jockeying for a good spot to watch is further complicated by a mounted policeman
whose horse tends to shy and sidestep into
crowds with no advance warning. We park
ourselves on a T barrier until we get kicked off,
then slowly drift back. The police seemed
resigned to fighting a losing battle against an
intoxicated crowd on a sunny Marathon Day.
Helicopters circle and the rear swells. The tv
vans and police escort Smith into view and he
still appears strong, although this was evidently
after he had begun to drop far off pace for a
world record attempt, going from sub five
minute miles to near six minutes a mile, practically crawling for the elite runners. I still expect a 2:11 or better (a five minute a mile
average )and am shocked to hear that he faded so drastically, to 2:14:05, the slowest Boston

win in eight years.
However poorly Smith is faring, everyone
else is doing much worse. Although the first
dozen or so runners appear dogged and strong,
if a bit sun-struck, only five men will better
Joan Benoit's winning women's time of 2:22

from 1983!
As the runners start to pass in clumps we see
the awful ashen faces and tottering gait of the
running, and walking, wounded which are part
of the hot weather marathon's war of attrition.
On days like this, just going the distance is only half the battle; beating the heat is the other
half.
The real spectacle is still to come and, having gone the distance myself, I compare the
condition of the passing numbers with my
memories of how it fels at this point in the race,
with the three most difficult miles to go. Diverse
in age, physique, costume and condition, the
runners share in common a steely-eyed gaze
which suggests that, having gotten this far, they
will gut it through to the end one way or
another. My cousin comes into view and I flag
him down, pass him a cold beer, and hand him
the spare shoes I'd brought along as he sits
plunked down in the middle of Beacon St.
Almost two hours later the tide has thinned
and we head back home. Runners still trundle
past, and the determination is if anything even
more inspiring given the incredible length of
time they have been pounding the pavement.
Until next year, Boston's best and biggest street
party is a memory at once as entertaining,
touching, and affirming as ever, prize money
or no.
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Thomas Selects UGBC Cabinet for 1985-86
by

John Morrier

UGBC President Peter Thomas
announced his cabinet last Wednesday. Sophomore Jill Alper has been
narped Executive Vice President.

Tom Livaccari, a sophomore, will
serve as Assistant to the President.
"I've been an active member of
student government since my first
day at Boston College, and I really
desire to improve the quality of student life here at BC," Alper said. She
has served on-the UGBC summer
cabinet, as Senate Secretary, and as
Chairperson of the Resident Student

Life Committee.
Livaccari stressed his closeness to
Thomas as an asset, saying, "I'm
really good friends with Peter. He
needs someone close to him to help
him." His immediate responsibility
is for the University Forum, which he
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Guzawski

UGBC Executive VP Jill Alper
hopes will be a bi-weekly or monthly
occurance on campus next year.
He sees his position as that of a
trouble shooter. "The managers are

sCllorama
TANNING SALON

373 Harvard Street, Brookline, MA 02146
Sat. 9-6
Mon.-Fri., 9-9
731-8879

by

1985-1986 UGBC Executive Cabinet
directly responsible to Jill. I'm be."
Thomas reiterated his "the" place
basically a trouble-shooter. I'll be?
to be" campaign theme, saying, "At
helping to implement Thomas' Proany time, anyone from off the street
mises, overseeing the whole organizaare
objectives
can come into this office and we'll gti
tion, seeing that Peter's
you doing something?working on
being carried out."
Thomas distributed a flyer an event or an issue."
soliciting applications for positions in
Alper, speaking on priorities for
the government, and said he was
the coming year, said,"We want to
make better use of existing facilities,
pleased with the response he receiv"40
45
peoto
while we're pushing for the building
ed from students.
ple applied for cabinet positions, and
of a University Center. We're going
it came down to picking a 15 member to try to make it [the University
Center] a priority.
cabinet," Thomas said. "They were
"This year there was a focus on
very difficult decisions to make but
advisement and we surveyed students
we're confident that this year's
cabinet members along with the to find out what they thought about
advisement. What we'd like to do
managers of committees will make
this student government the placelo now is see what the faculty thinks
i 1 ?

The

Guzowskt

1

about advisement," she continued.
"We'd like to cooperate with the
faculty and administration to improve the academic life at BC.
Hopefully, it would lead to a better
academic environment."
The College of Arts and Sciences
is a target area, according to Alper.
They would like to fit up associations
in each of the majors where students
and faculty can discuss academic
issues. "We'd like to see more Jesuit,
student, faculty interaction," she
said.
"We'd like to strengthen the
cultural atmosphere," Alper added.
"We plan on strenghtening the
UGBC's relationship with AHANA
organizations. We'd also like to work
on gender relations within the cam-

pus community."
According to Livaccari, the UGBC
office should be automated by next
September. All financial accounting
will be kept on computer file. The
computer will also store programming information. The new government also plans to continue the
Museum of Fine Arts membership,
the Campus Pub series and a lecture

series.
The remaining members of the
Cabinet are: Donna Alcott, Barbara
Barry, Mike Benedict, Carlo DeSantis, Glenn Gulino, JoAnn Herina,
Anne Maxwell, Moira McCollam,
Kathleen McNamara, Ed Miller,
Steve Rosa, Laura Shannon, and
Christine Szostak.
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Work/study summer

jobs at camp for
underpriviledged 10- to 13-year old N.H. boys.
Nine demanding but rewarding weeks on island-based
program. Requires dedication and affinity for outdoors and athletics.
Write MAYHEW, P.O. Box 120,
or call 603-744-6131
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COME TO THE SHERATON BOSTON

As a nursing senior, you're about to make
one of life's most important decisions 1
Here's why you should seriously consider New Rochelle Hospital Medical Center for your
first and most important nursing experience:
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A desirable Westchester suburban community just 30 minutes from the excitement of New
York City, and accessible to local beaches, recreational and cultural activities.

Professional Rewards.
An economic package that recognizes individual contributions, keeps pace with growth, and
includes a comprehensive array of employee benefits.
Please call or write Betty Martuscello, RN, Recruitment Coordinator for more
information, (914) 632-5000 ext. 3752.
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FOR THE $38,95 SPLASH WEEKEND

This low "Time of YourLife" rate is available
Friday or Saturday. Splash in our indoor/outdoor
pool -downtown Boston's largest. Love our convenient Back Bay location.Dine at Apley's, named
"Boston's Best Hotel Restaurant," and the Massls Bay
Co., voted "Boston's Best Seafood Restaurant" by
Boston Magazinein 1984.

Rochelle Hospital Medical Center

Per person pet night,based on double occuponcv. plus tax and bellman's
gratuities Selected suites and Towers rooms $35 extra per night No minimum
stay With the Shetaton Family Plan up to two children age 17 and under stay
tree m the sameroom with adults in existing bedding Advance reservations
required, subiect to availability No' applicable to groups orconventions
Pnce effective through 12 3185
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Direct 617-236-2020
Or call your Travel Agent.
Ask for "Timeof Your Life Weekends."

Sheraton Boston
Hotel &Towers
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The hospitality people of ITI
Prudential Center. Boston. Massachusetts 02199
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BC Community Celebrates Jeff Keith Day
by Christina Hippeli
Tuesday was officially Jeff Keith
Day at Boston College and
throughout Massachusetts. Governor

Michael Dukakis declared April
16, 1985 a day lo honor ihe amputee
who ran 3,350 miles across the
United States while students, faculty, and administrators gathered in the
O'Neill Library plaza to honor the
1984 BC graduate.
Director of Admissions Charles
Nolan read the declaration by
Dukakis and the House of Representatives proclaiming Jeff Keith Day,

Phvhot

P.J.

Brady

"...whereas the members of th
Commonwealth of Massachusetts are
proud to have had Jeff Keith as ojie
of their own as a student at Boston

the possible has changed," stated
Murphy.
The professor also said Keith had
given new meanings to old mottos
the mottos of his high school, "A
man for others, and of BC "Ever to
excel." "We will forever ihink of
you when we think of the motto of
Boston College?'ever to seek excellence,' " said Murphy.
Athletic Director William Flynn
presented Keith, who was a varsity
lacrosse goalie, with a special Eagle
of the Year award to "a Boston Col?

College."

Newton Mayor Theodore Mann
also declared Tuesday JeffKeith Day
in Newton. "BC is in Newton and I
think it's important the people of
Newton say something," said Mann,
as he read the resolution on behalf
of his town's residents.
Keith started his run at Faneuil
Hall June 4 and completed the
journeyin Marina del Rey February
18. Keith, who lost his leg to cancer,
undertook the run to raise money for
the American Cancer Society and to
demonstrate that "disabled does not
mean unable."
University President J. Donald
Monan, SJ, called Keith's 18 state
cross country run a "stimulus to
others to reach as high as they can."
Keith was also praised by his
teacher and friend Associate History
Professor Frank Murphy, who said
Keith had given new meanings to old
definitions. "You reached out for the
impossible and now our definition of

lege athlete who demonstrated to
America that disabled is not unable."
Keith was also presented his varsity sweater, a goalie stick from the
lacrosse team, a Paul Revere bowl
from Mayor Raymond Flynn and a
map marked with highlights of his
journeyfrom the BC student body.
In response Keith said, "What can
I say? It's unbelievable. It just shows
you what BC is all about."
"It's you guys who got me across
[the country] indirectly, through your
support," said Keith, who added his
family received many phone calls
throughout his run from individuals

Of Newton
Teachers To Rent A Video Recorder
Be Honored for as low as $7.951day
McMillan

Thirty six teaching fellows and
teaching assistants will be honored
for their dedication and teaching
abilities at the Teaching Excellence
Awards ceremony April 29 at 4 pm.
Assistant Dean of the Graduate
School of Arts and Sciences Jim
O'Neil stated that the purpose of the
awards is to "give encouragement, to
recognize the importance of their
work in the teaching effort at the
University," and to provide "incentive to try to do just that extra bit
more."
Seventeen teaching fellows, and 19
teaching assistants will be receiving

the award, which includes $500 for
the fellows and $300 for the
assistants. Everyone will also recieve
a letter of congratulations from
Academic Vice President and Dean
of Faculties Joseph Fahey, SJ, who
is tHp originator of the program.

-Action WeekAnd choose from a library of over 2000 movies for
only $2.00/day. Movies such as Terminator,
Sudden Impact, The Road Warrior, First Blood, Scarface, The Evil That Men Do, and many more
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Keith retrieves award from Newton Mayor Theodore Mann.
who were concerned about his
Marathon back to back. "After the
progress.
run across America, I'm just going
Keith is currently training to parfurther;" explained Keith. "Why
ticipate in the Ironman in Hawaii in
stop?"
October, a test of endurance which
He plans to attend law school at
consists of a two and a half mile
the University of Southern Califorswim, a 112 bicycle ride, and a
nia in January.
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More Area Housing Becoming Off Limits to BC
ding to the Rosalind agent. "All
commercial properties are being reevaluated. That's how they're [the
state of Massachusetts] are getting
around Proposition 2'/>; because it
doesn't cover commercial properties.

Mcontinuedfrom page 3
from renting to BC students. Rent in-

creases would only be a result of the
fact that rents go up every year,

especially due to tax increases, accor-

Most of the realtors have been trying to absorb those tax increases," he
explained, "but there's a limit to
what we can absorb."
Barton said he knows of landlords
who plan to evict BC students over
the next several weeks, but, he added, "Being so late it's questionable
that that will have an impact." Yet
he said those same landlords will
refuse to rent to any students come
September. "Eventually more and
more [students] will have to find
housing further and further away,"
stated Barton.
This trend was also identified by
by Hanrahan who said that with the
high turnover of students, students
become pawns to real estate brokers
when their apartments are easily approved as condominiums. Merely
maintaining "the shell" of their properties, these landlords, who give lit-

-

Phot

P.J.

Brady
"Toxic Waste" surfacing off campus

Monthly Rent Results
? Average monthly rent for students with their own
room:
$229
? Average monthly rent for students sharing a
room:
$195
? Average monthly rent for all off-campus
$209
students:
i 60% of those surveyed shared a room.
40% of those surveyed had their own room.
tle attention to other maintenance
needs, intend to sell the building in
August to developers who in turn
make the apartments into
condominiums.
The developers are creating a

"buffer zone" of condominiums in
the immediate area of Brighton, leav-

Good friends keep you going
when all you want to do is stop.
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ing students having to look as far as
beyond Washington Street for affor-

dable apartments, said Hanrahan.

The Dean added that the University
does attempt to persuade these
developers to leave some apartments

over for students to rent; still,
however, leaving students at the mercy of developers.
An Ongoing Response to
Off-Campus Needs...
The Off-Campus Housing office,
a small office on the ground level of
Hillsides C, provides a resource
center from which students about to
live off-campus can find apartments
and roommates. "I see our office as
an educational service to educate and
train students to be better tenants and
knowledgeable of their rights," said
Director Joan DeFeis.
"It is not our place to take them
by the hand and find apartments or
roommates for them," she said, "but
to give them the tools to do that
themselves." DeFeis said she is also
knowlegeable about landlord/tenant
laws and is willing to help in crisis
situations. Refusing to give legal advice, she added she "may look into
someone who can give legal advice
for next year" as a response to the
concerns aired at the forum.
DeFeis also pointed to a problem
of communication and apathy for the
off-campus community. Sponsoring
three off-campus orientation
meetings for next year's option year

students, DeFeis, who had sent
memos to each of these students, said
she was "very disappointed in the
turnout." Guest speakers from Community Affairs and current offcampus students had been scheduled
to speak and one of the nights a community member had come to
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welcome the students, as well as to
express the need for courtesy to permanent residents.
Also providing an ongoing
resource for students is the UGBC.
With three off-campus senators, the
UGBC also provides an "attorney
general" which UGBC president
Peter Thomas says can be "a
resource for students with tenant/landlord disputes." Thomas
also expressed his desire to provide
on campus mailboxes for all offcampus students "somewhere in
McElroy or Lyons," explaining increased communications will decrease
the barriers to interaction off-campus
students face.
Thomas also expressed the desire
to revive the "block reps" program;
which had failed earlier this year due
to lack of response. DeFeis is also
planning to revive the program next
September which would serve as a
"resource and referral service."
Heights Administrative Assistants
Irene DeGroot. Beth Stalcup. and
Becky Tosado contributed to this

.
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Vietnamese Attempt to Occupy Cambodia
Mcontinued from page 2

bodia to save the nation from the
brutal Khmer Rouge.
genocide. In Cambodia, approxWestern analysts dismiss this arguimately 15,000 of 20,000 teachers ment. The "real reason" behind the
were eliminated in the purge, along invasion, Stanley Karnow wrote in
with 2,686 of the country's 3,400 his 1983 book, Vietnam: A History,
medical students.
was Vietnam's "concern that Pol
The previous 50-50 ratio of men to Pot's forces, underwritten by China,
women has shifted to 40-60 in favor intended to embark on a campaign
of women because so many men have to annex the Mekong Delta and other
been killed.
According to parts of Vietnam that had formally
Newsweek, the most soberine belonged to the Cambodian empire."
statistic of the Cambodian populaPresently, the Vietnamese offention is that so many adults were
sive
has forced hundreds of
regime
murdered under Pol Pot's
thousands
of Cambodians to flee east
more
than
40%
of
the
total
that
population of Cambodia is under 16 to Thailand. There are between
160,000 and 200,000 Vietnamese
years old. It has been estimated bettroops
stationed on Cambodian soil.
ween two and three million Camborecognized anti-Vietnamese
Three
three
during
year
dians died
Pot's
groups have arisen in the conflict: the
reign.
Vietnam invaded Cambodia Khmer Rouge under Khieu Samphan
Christmas day, 1978. Vietnamese of- (25,000-40,000 troops), the Khmer
People's National Liberation Front
ficials claimed they invaded Cam?'
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non-communist resistance groups in

Cambodia.

be welcome in Cambodia, most
civilians concede that the occupying
Vietnamese are preferable to the
Khmer Rouge.
to

Vietnamese soldiers are making an
effort to keep a low profile: they do
not carry guns in the cities, and they
perform all their large troop
movements at night. The Heng
Samrin regime (of Phnom Penh) is
not pushing the Vietnamese language

Associated Press.

/J)/

\//

Cambodia, according to Newsweek.
Analysis
As the United States appears to be
ready to embark on yet another mission in southeast Asia, the policy
makers should weigh the needs of the
of the people of the region before
they resurrect the plan to halt communism with regard to the "domino
principle." According to many
analysts of the Vietnam era, the idea
that if "onefalls to communism, they
will all fall to communism" never
really worked out.

I The Bible and Archeology I

The US Role
The United States has not given
direct military assistance (weapons)
to the insurgent forces. However, a
State Department official said the
United States has been supplying a
humanitarian-economic-military aid
package to Thailand. Eastern
Thailand has been a base for some
of the Cambodian guerrilla groups.

A three week program of work and
travel in Israel and Rome studying bible history and working on an archeological expedition.

information

For

contact:

Prof. David Neiman
Carney 414
Ext. 3884
or call 332-7981

I

associates

--

or culture, and is actively,trying to
Vietnamese settlements in

prevent

The People
Although the Vietnamese are said not

Total foreign military sales to
Thailand have increased steadily in
recent years, and it is projected by
1986 Thailand will be purchasing
arms at the rate of $97.5 million a
year, according to State Department
officials. The United States had allotted Thailand $5 million in military
assistance for 1984 and 1985. Last
week the House Foreign Affairs
Committee requested a supplemental
appropriation of $5 million for the
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under former Prime Minister Son
Sann (16,000 troops), and the
Sihanouk National Army, a smaller
force of fighters under former Prince
Sihanouk (10,000 troops). The major battles in the region are between
Vietnamese forces in western Cambodia and these resistance groups.
In February, the last of the
strategic Khmer Rouge camps along
the Thai-Cambodian border fell to
the Vietnamese. The insurgents fled
deeper into Cambodia with their
weapons to hinder the occupying
Vietnamese instead of crossing the
Thai border, according to the
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Interested in a
Challenging Summer Job?

Last summer our College Program
employed 1500 students in a summer
program designed strictly for students.
We offer college awards up to $3,700,
leadership skills, marketing experience,
full training, and many more benefits.
During the summer of 1984, students in
the College Program averaged

.

$275/week.
If you know someone still searching for
a summer job, come to Fulton Rm 109,
Tues. April 23 10am - 3pm and ask for
Garry Millard.

qj

3

ai

yr

April 25,26,27,*,
8:00 p.m.

Tickets $3.50/$4.50 Reservations 552-4800
Boston College Theater Arts Center
Student Discount & Handicapped Seating Available
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PeoplENavwensmatdksinogf 1984-85

Phot

by

Steve

Thomas P. O'Neil, Jr.

Fizpatrick

Library (above)

Plans for Lower Campus athletic facility (below)

Mitchell, Adams, and Flutie provided BC with many exciting moments in sports.

O'Neill Library?l9B4-85 was its first year of operation, and the first year without Bapst.
"Tip's Place" and "Red Square" became a mecca for serious as well as social studying.
This year saw proposals for even more construction. Plans include a new 8,500 seat
hockey/basketball arena and new dorrris both along Commonwealth Avenue and where the Mods
now stand. Construction of these projects is scheduled to begin in stages before 1990.
Conservative author William F. Buckley kicked off the UGBC Social Justice Lecture Series.
Buckley's inclusion under the "Social Justice" heading spurred a protest at the lecture which
lead to the arrest of Boston University student Harlan Jones. BC also hosted sex-therapist
Dr. Ruth Westheimer, former US Congressman Fr: Robert Drinan, SJ, 1976 presidential candidate John Anderson, and anti-nuclear activist Dr. Helen Caldicott. UGBC also sponsored a
debate between Phyllis Schlaffley and Sara Weddington on the subject of abortion and a debate
between Abbie Hoffman and Jerry Rubin entitled "Yippie vs. Yuppie."
1984-1985 was not without conflict and controversy. Former Director of Housing Richard
Collins is being investigated by the District Attorney's office. The University is also conducting
an investigation into former Director of Housekeeping Walter Greaney's possible misuse of
University funds.
Two BC students were arrested in Hillsides last fall and charged with possesion of a Class
B substance suspected to be cocaine. One day later, senior fullback Jim Browne was arrested
and charged with possession of 23 grams of cocaine. The two students were suspended from
classes and University housing. The only university action taken against Browne was a suspension from two football games.
1984-85 was a year of great sucess for BC sports. From the Cotton Bowl to basketball's Sweet
Sixteen to hockey's Final Four, BC sports remained in the forefront of the media this year.
Doug Flutie, 1985 Heisman Trophy winner, brought prestige and pulicity to the school. The
"Flutie factor" has been priceless publicity that has benefited BC in admissions, according to
Director of Admissions Charles Nolan.

Richard Collins

SUMMER JOB
Cape Cod and the islands o' Nantucket
and Manna's Vineyard have more good
paying |cbs open to students and
teachers this summer than ever bslore
A directory of employers rir.iing
thousands of these jobs also contains
nousing info and application forms. No
fees are charged

William Y. Buckley

r

Successful Careers start
at GiPbs-Ours Did!
PATTI KLERK

Secretary to the President
Evan Picone, Inc.
ONE-YEAR SECRETARIAL

For an immediate copy of the l?85
Directory vij Ist Class Mail send $aOO to.
C»pm Cod Summer Job Eu.-jeu
Box 594. Room 210
Pamstable, MA 02530

(

HAIR DESIGNERS

TERRI O'DAY

HOLLIS BROOKS-BROWN
Account Executive
Cone and Company
ENTREE

Administrative Assistant
Ward Howell Int., Inc.
OPTIONS

-

of Italy

Men's
cut & blowdry. $10
Women's
cut & blowdry. $15
$40
Perms
complete with Donna

244-2169

9 Beacon Place
Newton Centre
Classesbegin June and September. Make yourreservations now.

r Summer Work???

A Katharine Gibbs Education is available in a
variety of Programs from 11 weeks to 2 years.
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KATHARINE GIBBS SCHOOL
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Program for College Students ? ENTREE Program! piease contact me with more
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Boston: (617) 262-7190 Huntington (516) 293-2460 Montciair: (201) 744-2010
NewYork: (212) 867-9307 Norwalk:(203) 838-4173 Philadelphia: (215) 564-5035
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Andrew Young To Address Graduating Class
bH
MCy. ippeli

Atlanta mayor and former United
States Ambassador to the United Nations Andrew J. Young will serve as
this year's commencement speaker,
according to an announcement made
by the Office of Communications.
Five honorary degree recipients
were also announced, including
Boston College Philosophy Professor
Frederick Adelmann, SJ.
Young, a 1951 graduate of
Howard University, is an ordained
minister in the Congregational
Church. He was elected to Congress

Lena Edwards

in 1973 representing the fifth Georgia
District. Young served as UN ambassador from 1977 to 1979 and was
noted for holding discussions with
the Palestine Liberation Organization
without former President Jimmy

Carter's authorization.
BC alumnus Adelmann, who
graduated in 1937, will be awarded
an honorary degree. Adelmann join-

ed the Society of Jesus after graduation and was ordained in 1947. He
studied ascetical theology in Germany and was awarded a doctorate
in philosophyfrom St. Louis University in 1955.

Several Legislators Are BC Grads
by

Ken Karan

What do Thomas P. O'Neill, Jr.,
Edward Markey, John Kerry, Edward Boland, Charlie Flaherty, Paul
White, Tom Gallagher and John
Bussinger have in common? They are
all Boston College graduates and they
are all legislators.
Many people would agree that a
disproportionate number of the
House of Representatives come from
either BC High, BC, or the BC Law
School. What explains this trend, and
is it continuing today?
One could definitely attribute this

phenomenon to the predominance of
the Irish Roman Catholics at BC. According to Representative White,
class of '67, "Those of us who are
second and third generation Irish immigrants realize that our grandparents were assimilated through
their interest in politics. They used
this as a way to improve their lot.
This was because at that time opportunities were available in the public
sector

that were

private one."

not

many of these alumni that BC is losing its Boston/Democratic orientation which started early on. "My
great-grandparents made a point to
vote. You were supposed to be a
good Democrat. They represented the
working class. Many legislators who
graduated from BC acquired this attitude from our parents and grandparents," commented White. Flaher-

around Boston. This translates into

less local legislators coming from
Boston College."

said he believes that while the
general concept of the Jesuit school
is still here, "back then the school
was composed of almost 80% commuter students. Now, almost 80%
are out-of-town students. But most

Could any particular department
such as political science have
anything to do with this phenomena?
Apparently not. Representative Tom
Gallagher was a philosophy major.
Representative John Bussinger was a
history/political science major.
While all had good things to say
about their departments, most agreed
they believed it was the strong liberal
arts background that gave them the
impetus to pursue a career in

state house officials come from

government.

ty

He chaired the BC philosophy
department from 1955 to 1965 and
has been the general editor of Boston
College Studies in Philosophy.
Adelmann has been a dorm prefect
for 25 years and celebrates mass in
Welch basement every Sunday night.
Honorary degree recipient Dr.

Lena Edwards, MD, volunteerd

to
treat migrant workers in Hereford,

Texas. Using her own funds, she
established the Our Lady of
Guadalupe Maternity clinic and

health center for migrant workers.
A native of Jersey City, Edwards
continued to work until she was over

70 serving the elderly and participating in studies of alcoholism.
She also advocated equal rights for
blacks and serves as a senior advisor
to a group of black women physicians in the New York-New Jersey
metropolitan

area.

"Father Fred" Adleman
Georgetown University School of
Foreign Service Reverend Bryan
Hehir will be awarded an honorary
degree for his contributions to

Catholic education and to the
Bishop's Conference. He acted as
chiefconsultant for their pastoral letter, "The Challenge of Peace: God's
Promise and Our Response."

Art expert Agnes Mongan will

receive a degree for her contribution
to educating museum curators and
art historians. The first female director of the Fogg Art Musuem,
Mongan also served as a curator of
drawings and lecturer on fine arts.

Yale's Edward Zigler

The final recipient is psychologist
Edward Zigler, the author and editor
of 15 books, monographs, and over
300 scholarly papers. Zigler has done
extensive research in the areas of
pscyopathology, mental retardation
and early childhood intervention.

PICKUP
A PARTY

available in the

Representative Flaherty, also the
director of research administration at
BC, put it another way, "People
educated at a Jesuit school might be
more apt towards community service
than the average college graduate."
The controversial events of the
1960's and 1970's caused some stir on
the BC campus and may have also
motivated students of the time
toward a career in politics. "My
freshman year was the year President
Kennedy was assassinated," said
White.
However, it is the feeling among

Filene's Holds
Fashion Show
by Gerri Moriarty

Two great Boston traditions will be
combined on Thursday when Filene's
Basement sponsors a spring fashion
show for the entire BC community
to attend.

BC students traditionallyenjoy a
bargain, and Filene's Basement is the
traditional place in Boston to find
them. Now budget-conscious students will be able to see a display of

the latest fashions available at affordable prices.
Admission to the fashion show is
free and it features an all BC cast of
models ?three men and 11 women.
"They're all amateurs so it was hard
for them. They're all kind of nervous," said organizerKelly Kossuth..
A wide variety of styles will be
presented, representing top of the line
designer clothes found at the more
discriminating retailers. Filene's
Basement offers these fashions at
reduced prices through their
markdown

system.

Kossuth, a junior, explained she
worked at Filene's for retail experience. "I made a few contacts
there and had a brainstorm that this
fashion show might be a neat idea to
have at BC." She then approached
the general manager Mcl Colman
who gave his approval.
Each audience member will receive
a shopping bag with a pamphlet
about Filene's inside and has a
chance at the door prize?a $50 gift
certificate to Filene's Basement.
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Replacement of Feminist Professor Debated
batical [that] person's courses are not
replaced."
"Until [the] petition [from
students at BC and other area
schools] arrived several weeks ago the

Theology Department and Chairman
of the Executive Committee, Robert
The Boston College Theology Daly, SJ.
Department is currently considering
"What he wants to do is wait unwhether to hire a replacement for til the students leave [to make a deciProfessor Mary Daly, who teaches sion]," said Anne Tapp, a Harvard
courses on feminist theology, for the Divinity School student. Tapp is a
1985-86 academic year. Daly is gostudent representative for a coaltion
ing on a one year unpaid leave of of students supporting the hiring of
Dr. Emily Culpepper, who currentabsence to write.
The subject of whether Daly will ly teaches at the Harvard Divinity
be replaced is on the agenda of the School. "It's a game they play so
Executive Committee of the they don't have to make a decision."
Theology Department scheduled to
Daly stated that "normally when
meet Nlay 3, said Chairman of the a faculty [member] goes on sabby

Terence Connors

subject of Mary Daly's replacement
hadn't been raised," stated Daly.
In a recent memorandum to the
Executive Committee, which will

uWjte's CoiMu/tes Ib
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make the final decision, the Curriculum Committee made three
recommendations regarding the
teaching of Daly's courses next year.
These recommendations are:
1) The subject of feminist studies as
they relate to theology is sufficiently
important to be part of the regular
offerings

by

the

theology

department,
2) The Theology Department cannot
make it a general policy to replace the
courses of faculty members who are
on sabbatical or on leave of absence
and
3) In light of the first two considerations and other factors, Culpepper,
currently a Visiting Lecturer and
Research Associate in Women's
Studies in Theology at the Harvard
Divinity School, should be allowed
to teach one course in the second

*

if

ON SALE NOW!
SUB TURRI 1985

semester of 1985-86,
ment is possible.

if an arrange-

"[The] whole problem arises out of
a fear of radical feminism," added
student representative and Harvard
Divinity School student Karen Gaul.
Shesaid the TheologyDepartment is
"responding to a misunderstanding
of what the area of study is."
Gaul claimed a similiar situation

Several students from BC and
other schools in the Boston
Theological Institute, including Harvard, have, for the past few weeks,
been obtaining hundreds of

signatures on a petition requesting

'In general, decisions about the hiring of faculty
are not usually made as the result of petition.'
Robert

?

published."
Tapp asserted, "They're ignoring

Culpepper because she once studied
with Daly. "They're blacklisting
anyone associated with Mary Daly,"

Students, page 13

she said.

CHESTNUT HILL REALTY

(g)

SJ

arose in 1982 and the Theology
Department did not hire anyone. She
stated Culpepper was not hired that
year because "she was not very well

matCulpepper be hired to replace
Daly.
Tapp asserted that the Theology
Department is reluctant to hire

f~~\
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Students Petition For Hire of Harvard Teacher
communications major Katy
Stephens.
Gaul explained Culpepper teaches
"radical feminist theory." According
to the students' petition, "If this learning and growing process is to be successful, it is imperative that as
students we have the best and most
capableprofessors to continue studying Feminist Theory beyond the introductory level."
Daly called the area of feminist
theology an "appropriate subject for

Mcontinued from page 12
1,000 requests [petition
signatures]." BC freshman Lizzie
Gelles, also a student representative
from the coalition of students advocating the hiring of Culpepper,
added "And they're not giving us the
opportunity to study [feminist

almost

theology]."
"In general, decisions about the
hiring of faculty [members] are not
usually made as the result of a petition," Daly said. He added, however,
that faculty welcome input from
students and other groups.
"It [the petition] seems to have had
the happy effect of having the department discuss its own responsibility to
feminist issues," said Daly.
"BC appears to be the very patriar
chy that Father Daly would like to sa
challenged," said BC sophomore
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course will be entitled "Introduction
to
Christian Theology and
Feminism."
Students also have the option of
cross-registering at other area institutions especially those affiliated with
the Boston Theological Insitute said
Daly. "Students aren't left completely with nothing."
Daly stated that there are 19
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OUR ALL
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teach a core theology course with an
emphasis on feminism next fall. The

research," especially in view of the
upcoming bishops' letter on women
in the church.
Daly added, "Hundreds of women
[are] involved in theological feminist
studies."
Gaul rejected the idea of hiring
another person to teach Daly's
courses instead of Culpepper. "We
don't want a substitute."

?
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"We want to replace advanced
courses with advanced courses," the
student representative added.
In a memo to the Executive Committee dated April 22, 1985 the
students said the University's proposal to have Culpepper teach one
course at BC in the spring was "not
sufficient for our academic needs."
"We want at least one [course] per
semester," said Gaul.
Daly also said Kathleen Sands will
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BC Paraphernalia Not Just In BC Bookstore
by

Paul Cloos

With the final figures still outstanding, the Boston College bookstore
has had about $600,000 in additional

sales due to "Flutie Mania"?sales
of everything from Miracle in Miami
t-shirts to taped recordings of the
"Tutti Frutti, Go Flutie!" song.
But sales of merchandise bearing
the BC name and emblem have not
been limited to this campus, and
some entrepreneurs have had less
than than wholesome ideas about
what kind of merchandise they want

Flutie Mania invades the bookstore
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attested Bookstore Manager
John Durkin.
"1 have been charged by the
University with who can use our
name," Durkin said last week. "We
are very careful about that because
the possibility for damage is there.
"Some people want to do things
that are in bad taste. It ranges from
putting Flutie on pantyhose to prophelactics to toilet seats. It sounds
wild, but this is the talk I hear. We
have to control it."
Until about two months ago,
Durkin said, the school could not
prosecute vendors who used the BC
name or logo. However, Durkin and
Director of Financial Resources
Francis Mills took action to have the
BC name trademarked.
"What we have done is to register
our trademark in various styles: the
seal of the college, BC, Boston College, the Eagles, etc.," Mills explained. "If anyone chooses to use that we
can now prosecute. What we haven't
done is to sit down and see what the
ramifications of prosecution are.
"We were remiss in not doing this
to sell,

I BUD LIGHT U

[trademarking]

100 years ago,"

Durkin said.
The University has yet to prosecute
anyone for using its name in merchandising and, according to Durkin
and Mills, it has to step carefully if
it decides to. While the school can
legitimately protest the use of its
name, the unauthorized sale of BC

'

Ci

(^ri

merchandise has brought the University some positive publicity and
University officicals don't want to
appear as a "bad neighbor."
"The hype from the campus
spread around all overour state and
the country and it was very good
publicity," Durkin said. "But there
is a 'bad neighbor' side of things. If
we come down hard on them it
doesn't look good for us. It doesn't
look good any time you have to go
out and pursue your legal rights with
something like this."
If the University does decide to get
the makers and sellers of BC
paraphenalia to "cease and desist"
their activities, it will have to look at
everyone from the "gypsies in the
business" who make t-shirts in their
basements to major outlet stores,
Durkin said.
Major stores in the Boston area
such as Filene's, Jordan Marsh.
Zavrc. and Sears have been selling
Trademark, page 27

Book Coop
Transferred
by Jean McMillan

The book cooperative, formerly
run by UGBC is now under the
management of Boston College Student Agencies. The book coop is a
money-makingprogram which resells
students' books for a 20%
commission.
Former UGBC President Jeff
Thielman stated this move was part
of the plan to "put UGBC on a
bureaucratic diet." Thielman said the
student government was getting too
large and was losing sight of its three
part goal to promote academics,
university affairs, and programming.
The book coop is a money making
business better suited for the Student
Agencies, commented Thielman.
Director of Student Agencies
Diane Namtze stated that after
meeting with UGBC last semester it
was agreed Student Agencies would
now run the cooperative. Student
Agencies consists of various studentrun businesses.
The way the system has been run
is the students decide upon prices for
their books, list them on a contract,
and leave them with the Coop. After
the selling days are completed
students collect their unsold books
and the money from the sold books,
minus 20%.
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Namtze stated that the procedure
will probably not undergo significant
changes, but she hopes it might run
more efficiently. A flyer drop is
planned for next fall to make more
students aware of the service. The
books will still be collected in
McElroy 114, but books will be collected and picked up in Student
Agency Office in Carney 30. The new
manager is Emmanuel Yap.
The collection dates for this spring
are May 7, 9-5 pm, May 8 9-6 pm,
and May 9, 9-5 pm. The tentative sale
dates are September 10, 11, and 12.
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Eagles Swept by Redmen
by Terence

Connors

St. John's University completed a
three game sweep against the Boston

College baseball team this weekend

as they romped over the Eagles 20-5
Sunday. The Redmen jumped out to
a 5-0 lead in the first inning and were
never challenged after that.
Sunday's loss dropped BC's record
to 8-15 overall and 4-8 in the Big
East.
BC made a weak comeback in the
fourth with four runs to cut St.
John's lead to 8. St. John's 12 BC 4.
Saturday BC suffered two late inning losses as St. John's edged the
Eagles 8-6 and 6-3 at Shea Field. The
prior weekend BC visited St. John's,
taking one of three games.
In the first game BC jumped out
to a 6-3 lead on the strength of five
runs in the fourth inning. Centerfielder Larry Hill started the Eagle
spurt with a home run to left center.
John Schwegmann later followed
hy with a RBI single tying the game
at
3 and sending St. Johns' starting pitcher to the bench.
Steve Azzolini then greeted the St.
John's relief pitcher with a bunt for
a base hit driving in another run.
Rick Murphy later followed with a
two run single to cap the Eagles'
rally.
The score remained BC 6 St.
triple jump Munoz-Bennet, com3 until the top of the seventh
John's
peting for the Boston College Track
when
the
Redmen rallied with thVee
Club (because the BC Relays were of
runs
to
tic
the contest.
an open invitational nature track
Consecutive doubles and an RBI
clubs were allowed to compete), placed third in the triple jump at 49'S'A" single in the top of the tenth inning
while Munoz-Bennet' track student, by St. John's gave the Redmen the
8-6 triumph.
Hawkins, placed fifth with 46' 101/:".
Four runs in the seventh by St.
For the women, Virginia Connors
John's dealt the Eagles another heartran the 5000 min 17:14.1. Leslie
breaking loss as BC fell 6-3 in the seFreeman placed third in the 400m
cond
game. BC junior Tom Otto
while Beverly Luken finished second
(0-4)
a fine performance but
delivered
in the 100mwith 12.7 seconds.
was tagged with the loss.
Thursday senior southpaw Rich
Because the meet was an open invitational, no points were kept. Callahan (2-0) went the distance
However MacDonald felt the teanf allowing just five hits as the BC
was "one of the top three here". crushed Tufts University 10-0 at
Regardless of the teams' outcome, Medford. With the victory BC raisthe day was Jim Maniscalco's day to ed its record to 8-12 overall.
Powered by four home runs and
shine.

Phot

Sean

The Kagles had their troubles with St. John's this weekend.

Maniscalco Clears
by Sean Hennessey
The day, quite simply, belonged to
high jumper Jim Maniscalco.
The event was the Boston College
Relays held at Alumni Stadium. Jim
Maniscalco would go on to jump
7'o". Jumping 7'o" is what the no
hitter is to baseball, the sub-four
minute mile is to running, and what
the sub-ten second is to the hundred.
It is the milestone of high jumpers.
Maniscalco has reached that

milestone.

"I'm ecstatic," said Maniscalco.
The jump earned him a fourth place
finish but no one was complaining,
especially not the sophomore from

Dorchester. "It's a combination of
two years of hard training at Boston
College. It's the sum total from all
the training."

Coming into the competituon
Maniscalco felt the opportunity was
there. The conditions were perfect. It
was warm, about 65°, and there was
virtually no wind to contend with.
Perfect. Alongwith that, everything

was flowing; Maniscalco's mechanics

7ft in

Bennet supplied the coaching.
"Adrian opened my eyes. He
developed muscles I never developed
before. He started me in March with
the jumping drills. These drills make
you stronger because they drill you
in the exact jumping motion.
"He kept pushing me. Adrian is a
big part of it. His methods gave me
so much confidence. The outcome is
just a good jump."
Says Bennet on his method:"! advocate bonding drills. It simulates the
actual jump without using the bar. It
works the muscles in a much different way. We also got him lifting
more (from the fall continuously
throughout the year) and in a different way. We practice each phase
of the jump: the approach, speed,
where and how the foot is planted.
All of this is incorporated into the
bonding drills. Along with this we got
him running a bit more.
"All of this gave him stamina,
strength, and endurance. Each time
you jump your muscles tear and they
get weaker and weaker. With the
bonding we did everyday, Jim got

Borstel

BC Relays

The men's high jump competition

Shea Field.
Initially the game looked to be a
high scoring affair as the first inning
ended with the Eagles holding a 4-3
lead.
In the first inning walks hurt the
Eagles as two of the three Huskie

basemen who scored received bases
on balls. BC's starting pitcher Patrick
Page got off to a rocky start as he
walked the first Huskie batter who
eventually scored on a sacrifice fly.
The Huskies soon followed with
the first of their four homeuns (some
wind-aided)?a two run blast over
the right centerfield wall. Northeastern followed with two singles
which drove Page from the ballgame.
Replacing Page was senior pitcher
Joe Reardon who promptly induced
the Northeastern catcher to ground
out to second base.
The Eagles wasted no time in
responding to the Huskies' outburst,
scoring four runs in their half of the
inning. BC got off to a fast start as
they loaded the bases on a walk, an
infield single, and a bunt hit.
A walk to Rocky Daley, which
forced in BC's first run, began the
Eagles' rally. An interference call on
the Northeastern catcher with Larry
Hill at bat produced another run. NU
3 BC 2.
After James Adams struck out
Steve Simoes lined a single into right
center to drive in another run. Mike
Nyhan closed out the scoring in BC's
half of the inning when he walked to

force in a run.
Northeastern came right back with
three runs in the second inning on a
run-scoring double and a towering
two run homer which appeared to be
wind-aided.
In the bottom of the second BC
could only muster one run in
response. At the end of two innings
it was still a close game as the
Huskies clung to a 6-5 lead.
BC-ST. Johns', page 18

Softball

Team Unity Key to BC Success
by Steve Condon

The Boston College women'ssoftball team has enjoyed recent success
opens at the height of 6'o".
7'o" attempts) Jim has the strength as they havetallied a 6-3 record over
Maniscalco passed on heights of to hit it (where the foot is to be the past two weeks. BC Coach Nan6'o", 62", and 64", not jumping planted) almost as hard as he does at cy McGuire credits the team's success
till6'6". After clearing 66", "I felt the beginning of a competition."
to a key ingredient which was missreally loose. When a high jumper
And so, Jim Maniscalco is in the ing: unity. "The team is really putfeels loose, that's the key," said BC record books with the school's seting it all together now. They're
to gel into a cooperative
beginning
Maniscalco.
cond highest jump ever. Former
Indeed, everything was working track coach Rob Lanney holds the unit," said McGuire.
for the Eagles' premier high jumper record with 7'l" while Maniscalco
The last three gamesfor the Eagles
The back was arched just enough, the and Craig Coffey [who jumped 7'o" ended in three tough losses. On
Thursday the Eagles hosted Lowell,
steps were perfectly on target, the two years ago indoors] stand in
motions were fluid. Perfect. And second.
but they came up on the short end of
Other highlights of the meet were a 5-1 game. The-star of the contest
when everything is working like
clockwork, when the mechanics are Sue Goode and Fernando Braz. for BC was Maria Montouri, who
working perfectly, "Everything falls
Goode, the pentathlete turned hephad two hits and drove in the lone
right after each other. It turns into
tathlete, placed third in the event on Eagle run. On Tuesday, the Eagles
one big explsion, then BINGO!"
Tuesday. Saturday Goode went on to travelled to American International
Maniscalco cleared 66", 6'B", and jump a personal best in the high jump College in Springfield, and they drop610" easily. Then came the with 56", good enough for third. On ped a doubleheader to AIC. These
milestone. His first attempt was Thursday Braz raced to a school losses were the only blemishes on the
unsuccessful- physically, yes, mentalrecord 14:11 in the 5000 meters. "It Eagles' record for the last two weeks.
ly, no. "1 knew I had the spring, it was just two outstanding perfor"Lowell is a very offensively
them,"
strong
was something I did wrong technicalthe
both
of
said
team. They're a solid team,
by
mances
ly. But it was there, 1 knew I could
MacDonald.
but I thought we were just as good
do it."
as them. The AIC doubleheader was
In the Hammer Throw, Jim KenAnd do it he did. The height of
not a good day at all." McGuire
ny finished fifth with 1957" while commented.
7'o" was successfully cleared on his
his roomate, Irish Olympic hammer
second attempt.
The highlight for the BC season so
thrower Connor McCullogh placed far was the six game winning streak
? "Jimmy was the star of the day,
by far,"praised track coach Jack first for Boston University with a they were enjoying before the AIC
games. The Eagles outscored their
MacDonald. "It was certainly the throw of 212*1". Jim Browne placed second in the shot put with opponents 28-12 during the six
outstanding BC performance."
games, and BC was led by the hitting
Clearing such a height is derived 554-/4".
Ray Hawkins placed third in the of Jeanne Seltzer (.429), Robin
from hard work and good coaching.
Maniscalco supplied the work ethic, long jump (222") while teamate Rob Leßrecque (.429), and Montouri
and track coach Adrian Munoz- Davis placed fifth (21'9'/>"). In the (.368),
were "flowing perfectly."

aided by wildness on the part of the
BC pitchers, Northeastern University defeated the Eagles 15-8 on a
blustery Wednesday afternoon at

stronger each time. On his later
jumps (most notably the 610" and
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Exciting softball action vs. Lowell at Shea Field.

The most impressive outing for the

Eagles during the winning streak was
the doubleheader sweep over

Bridgewater State. These wins were
especially rewarding as Bridgewater
is ranked 15th in Division 111, and
last year they claimed the regional
championship.
The first game was a low scoring
affair, 2-1. Bridgewater scored a
quick run in the first inning, but that
would be all as Eagle pitcher Lesley
Lane held Bridgewater to six hits in
the game. Maura Cahalane and
Leßrecque knocked in the two BC
runs, while Sue Perrault and Seltzer
each batted two for three in the
game. However, Lane took the game
ball as she held Bridgewater scoreless
in the last inning when they had a

bases loaded, one out situation.
The second game was a more of a
offensive show. The Eagles found
themselves down (deficits of 2-1 and
4-2) until the seventh inning when
they explodedfor seven runs to claim
an 8-4 victory. Montouri was the hitting star as she banged out three hits
for two RBIs, and, as in the first
game, Lane gained the pitching accolades as she held Bridgewater to
four hits, and fanned five.
BC also swept a doubleheader over
the University of Vermont. In front
of a supportive home crowd, the
Eagles continued their hitting and
winning ways. In the first game,
Montouri banged a homer in the 4th
inning to lead BC to 4-2 victory. In
Softball, page 18
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Sports Briefs

Women's Lacrosse

Stickwomen Rip Catamounts, 8-5

Men's Golf

by

The Boston College women's
lacrosse team got back in gear after
a one week layoff, as they defeated
the University ofVermont 8-5 Saturday at Alumni Stadium. The Eagles'
record now stands at 5-4.
The Eagles came onto the field
ready to play. Just 27 seconds after
the opening face-off, BC sophomore
attackman Kirn Hourihan received a
pass from freshman Beth Delaney
and drilled a goal into the upper left
corner of the UVM net.
The combination of Delaney to
Hourihan provided another score for
BC just one minute later to give the
Eagles an early 2-0 lead.
When it seemed as if BC would
glide to an easy victory, Catamount
senior Lyn Jordan managed to weave
her way through a tight BC defense
and score at the 13:50 mark. Vermont tallied again, one minute later,
to tic the game at 2-2.
BC retaliated by scoring three
goals over a four minute period.
Junior All-American Joan Daly,
unassisted, penetrated the Catamount defense and bounced the ball

The Boston College men's golf team competed in two matches last week?
the Greater Boston Championships, and the Massachusetts Intercollegiate

Championships.
Tuesday, the Eagles travelled to the Concord Country Club, and they came
home with a second place finish in the Greater Boston Championships. The
Eagles were led by Chris Vandervelde, who shot a 74 for the first 18 holes,
and a 82 for the second 18 for a 156 total on a 36 hole course. Scan Hester
came in second with a 159, followed by a 160 shot by Bob Doherty.
At the Massachusetts Intercollegiate Championships held at the Stowe Acres
Course in Stowe, Massachusetts, this tournament was not friendly to the Eagle
linksters. BC finished 16th out of 22 teams. The standout for the Eagles was
Hester, who shot a 77 on the 18 hole course. The score by Hester was a fine
performance since the winner notched a 73.
Compiled by Steve Condon

Sailing
BC sailors captured first place in the Northern Series Regatta held this
season at BU. Key to this victory were skippers Steve Regine and Lewis, along
with their crews Katie Thompson and Catherine Hudson.
Due to the youth of the team, the outlook for BC sailing is quite good.
With promising freshmen Regine, Kevin Beaulieu, Roberto Alphonso, Kara
Galluci, Keith Longson, and others, the team looks forward to continued
and increasing sucess in the coming seasons.
There are still problems which plague the sailing team. Besides the fact
that they have no boats, the team has only limited funds, and no coach.
However, with continued determination and enthusiasm, the BC sailing team
will find be able to overcome these obstacles and become an even greater
force in collegiate sailing.

.
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Jeanie Bertino

by

P.J.

into the lower corner of the net for
the Eagles' third goal of the game.
Two minutes later, senior cocaptain Stacey Sennas scored on a
one on one with UVM goalie Barb
Poulin. Sophomoreattackman Kathy
Delaney had the assist. Delaneyconnected once more, this time with Daly, who riveted the ball high to the
left corner, to give the Eagles a 5-2
lead.
UVM narrowed the BC margin to
one as they scored twice on penalty
shots. At the end of the first half BC

Brady Transition
by

Scott Kerslake (left), is a junior captain of the men's rugby club.
Kerslake, a fullback, is known for his hardnosed play on and off the
field. Mary Peterson (right), is a senior member of the women's track
team. This past winter she placed fourth in the Big East 3000 meter

run.

Water Polo...Dedication
by Brian Zeug

Boston College water polo is a
perfect example of how hard work
and dedication manifests itself in a
winning tradition.
The team is not regularly funded
by anyone (although this year thay
received reimbursement from the
UGBC). Their main power comes
from the players themselves.
Boston College must practice and
play without the assistance of an ac-'
tual coach as well as tackle all the administrative and financial duties
which go along with the running of
a team sport.

'BC water polo finished the fall,
regular season with a 14-3-1 record
and a New England Division II East
Championship. The Eagles never lett
the New England "Top Ten" all
season. They outscored their opponents on an average by four goals
per game. Despite an inconsistent

performance in the New England
Championships the team was still
given an invitation to the Division II

Eastern Seaboard Water Polo Championships. Unable to attend due to a
swimming schedule conflict, BC
Water Polo was given a final ranking of Bth for Div II on the East
coast.
An impressive bunch of stats and
post season honors tells only a fraction of the story. Water polo is a
punishing, grueling test of stamina
and reflexes. The BC water polo team
lived on this intensity.
This season the team was lead by
senior tri-captains Brian Zeug, Gon-

zalo Fernandez, and Jeff Henkel.
Their leadership and skill will be sorely missed. Yet, the future remains
bright for BC water polo. The new
tri-captains are Roberto Ayala, Tony
Ryan, and Randy Teteak. Last week
BC Water Polo thrashed the Coast
Guard

Academy

16-4.

Paul Cloos
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Women's lacrosse action at Alumni Field.
led 5-4.
BC and UVM alternated possession and control of the game
throughout the first six minutes of
the second half.
Vermontfinallybroke the scoring
silence at 12:20, to tic the game at
five.
BC continued their patient offensive attack, despite the Catamount's
three goal surge to tic the game. The
Eagles' patience finally paid off. At
the 11:30 mark, Beth Delaneydodged her way from behind the UVM
goal and propelled the ball past the
goalie. With the score, BC moved
ahead 6-5 and never looked back.
The Eagles' offense came alive, led
by attackman Daly. "Everybody is

need better pitching. They need a few
good breaks.
But more than that, the players
say, they need a little more attention.
They need basic things. Things like

Can The Can do it in '85?
Dennis "Oil Can" Boyd, a
righthander for the Boston Red Sox,
seems to have given Fenway Park
something this year that has been absent since the infamous Yankee
Massacre of 1978?energy.
Picture 24,000-plus chanting "Oil
Can, Oil Can," in a slow, rhythmic
tone as Boyd faces the last Chicago
White Sox batter in the top of the
ninth inning. It doesn't matter that
it's only the fourth game of the year.
It doesn't matter that the Red Sox are
ahead 7-2 enroute to their fourth
straight victory. It doesn't matter
who that final batter was.
The Can was on the mound and in
control.
This last little detail is the most important. A year ago Boyd was sent
down to the minors to "mature." He
just couldn't keep his head together.

And with the Sox out of contention
in the American League East, the
organization, the players, and the

fans just weren't ready or willing to
supply this obvious answer to the
energy crisis.
To watch The Can perform is to

watch baseball at its best. His actions. His movements. His sneaky
fastball (using an old sports cliche).
Even the way Boyd's greyish uniform
hangs off his slender 5-8, 145 pound
body acts as a floatation device in today's sea of articicial turf, artificial
stadiums and artificial superstars.
The only other parks that could
possibly do -justice to the pure
baseball in Boyd are in Chicago?
Comiskey Park and Wrigley Field.
But, after being a loyal Sox fan since
I .saw Rogelio Moret throw a onehitter against the White Sox August
21, 1974 (Dick Allen got a scatch hit
in the fourth to break up Moret's
bid), the only place I could watch The

On is Fenway?the most beautiful
place I've ever seen a baseball game.
And, thank God he didn't go to
the Yankees.
Steinbrenner would make the Can
some sort of side show in his ongoing circus he calls a baseball
organization.
Somehow I couldn't picture a man
like The Can who represents the excitement (ah, another cliche but I
couldn't help it) of baseball playing
for the modern day Yankees. The
baseball built by such Yankee greats
as Babe Ruth and the gentleman of
the game, Lou Gehrig, no longer lives
at the Stadium. Commercialism.
Money. Most of all, Steinbrenner.
That's what has ruined The House
that Ruth Built.
Once the best organization in the
game, Steinbrenner, who proclaimed the third game of the season as
"crucial" after losing two straight to
the Sox, has desecrated the Yankees.

,

strong

defense both man to man and

zone," she said.

"It felt so good

to

win," Morett

concluded.

Yet, the complaints do not stop
there. The players admit that the
material problems are only
symtomatic of a larger problem:
decline of BC baseball.
"It's unfortunate because the sport
seems to be going downhill,"
lamented one observer of BC
baseball, an old team member who
knew some past glories.
"Bill Flynn has always been a big
fan of baseball but lately it's taken
a backseat at BC. There is a coterie
of people out there who have very
strong feelings about baseball at BC
and feel it hasn't gotten the attention
it should.
"There are a lot of outstanding
players in the Boston area but good
players don't think about BC. If they
come up with some money they could
bring it back alive. But as it is thekids
are pretty much on their own out
there."

What can be done? Last year the
together in the locker room
to discuss their situation after a
game. They had a few ideas. The
coach came in and asked what was
going on. A player confronted the
coach, telling him what they were doing. The coach reportedly shut the
door on discussion.
So, the team keeps it inside. They
don't tell the coach that they think
he ought to do more recruiting (even
without scholarships), that he ought
to help good players get scouted, that
he ought to offer more advice at
practice,
that he ought to give players
Baseball.
a
chance
but not play games by cutto
Steinbrenner should stick
his
ships and stay away from the game. ting and then bringingplayers back,
Baseball doesn't want or need his that he ought to try to get more
money for the team.
artificial attitude.
Others have tried to help the team.
This is not to say that most
organizations, including the Red Sox There is a Diamond Club, a group of
to some extent, haven't followed ex-players who are trying to raise
Steinbrenner's lead?to do so would money for the squad. They have been
let polluters of the game escape able to sponsor a few breakup dinners for the team, but have not been
Unpunished.
able to raise substantial funds for the
Yet, baseball is supposed to be a team.
fun game. Remember, that's what
The Blue Chips account for
baseball is?a game. Nine guys chasbaseball has about $14,000 in it, acing a little ball around a grass field. cording to Joseph Shea, SJ, the
By the way, The Can, after steppUniversity Representative for
ing off the mound to the chants of Athletics in the Office of Develop"Oil Can, Oil Can," got a popup ment. The team is able to use the anto finish off the 7-2 victory against
nual interest from that account, but
Red
greeted
every
the White Sox. He
it doesn't amount to that much.
Sox off the field with a high five,
But again the subject turns to the
handshake, or pat on the butt.
material side of things. What the
Baseball and Boyd?its more than team really needs is what it had in '59
a simple case of alliteration.
and '61 ?spirit, morale.

Nothing Artificial about The Can

by Jim Van Anglen

stronger," she commented.
"Our defense was aggressive the
entire game. We were able to play a

Time for BC Baseball

There are perhaps two stories that
can be told about the Boston College
baseball team over the last quarter
baseballs.
century. One story is a sort of
tale,
the
of
a
story
Alger
Horatio
It's practice at Shea Field and, at
young team with a new coach that present count, the team only has 20
went all the way to the College World
baseballs. Around five of them are
Series in Omaha in 1959 and 1961. too haggard to be much good. The
players argue with the coach about
The first story has all the right ingredients: a program that was just it. Nothing comes of it, only a little
getting under way (they got their own more tension between coach and
field in '61), non-scholarship players players. Last year the coach even suggested the team pitch in and buy
who just seemed to coalesce perfectly, and a coach who had hit a home some balls.
Discontent appears to be rumbling
run in his first major league at bat
through the baseball team. Buying
and could fire up a team.
The '59 team went 12-7 and was balls might not seem so bad comeliminated in the first round of the pared to the other woes the players
world series by USC and Oklahoma catalog: they have to buy their own
State. In '61 BC made it to the second cleats, they have to pay their own
way to Florida for games over spring
round of the Omaha tournement, losbreak (mostly by selling ad space in
ing to eventual winner USC.
"Those are memories that you just a program that hasn't even come out
never forget," said one member of yet), only about two-thirds of the
team can afford the $50 team jacket,
the '61 squad.
But the second story of BC they need a netted backstop.
An observer listens quietly to the
baseball may not hold such dear
memories. About 25 years have complaints. They are material comelapsed since that early glory and the plaints. Thekind of complaints that
Great American Sport is not doing so you might expect to be made by a losing team. True winners could overwell.
The team is 8-15 on the season
come these material obstacles?the
so far. Like many down teams, they early 60's teams did.

Commentary

confident when Joan has the ball,"
said coach Charlene Morett.
Daly ran circles around the Catamount defense, drilling two
unassisted shots into the right corner
of the UVM goal. Daly scored at the
9:00 and 7:45 mark, to lift BC to a
well-earned 8-5 victory.
"I am really proud of the entire
team," said coach Morett. "We
stayed close and we did not panic or
get down. Instead, we got

team got
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WiCnapsobincA
Achtevlm ward
by Tony Zarillo

The Heights Athletic Achieve-

ment A ward:presented annually to

that individual who best combines
outstanding athletic achievement

with theideals ofsportmanship and
who most exemplifies the values of
Boston College as an academic
community.

Edward J. Capobianco, the 1985
recipient, exemplifies the qualities
that this award represents.
A four year player and cocaptain of the Boston College soccer team, Capobianco a psychology
major with a concentration in
management, received a 47 out of
48 on his Law School Aptitude
Test. Only five other people in the
nation received this high a score.
Capobianco will attend Harvard
Law School.
Capobianco hails from Glen
Head, New York. He started playing organized soccer at the age of
eight. After a successful high
school career, Capobianco intended to go to Brown University, but
at the last moment was not accepted. Instead he decided on
Boston College.
As a sophomore on the 1982

NCAA tournament team, Capobianco was named All Big East. Injuries hampered his junior year and
after a slow start this past season,
Capobianco led the team to a
strong finish while playing on two
injured ankles.
He credits coach Ben Brewster
for his job with the team. "He
works us really hard. He does it
because we really don't have the
talent of the other teams which give
scholarships," said Capobianco.
"Soccer took up a lot of time,
but maybe that helped my work. I
found I did better during the fall
than in the spring," added
Capobianco.
When asked about his athletic
experience at BC, Capobianco
replied that in addition to the competition which he enjoyed he would
miss the friendship and the fooling
in the locker room.
"The biggest thing in college is
learning how to deal with people.
You are thrown in with different
types of people and have to learn
to get along with them," said
Capobianco.
On the award he said, "I was
shocked. I respect the paper.
Things have been going real well
for me."

Phot

by

P.I.

Brady

Dancing

on the Lawn of Roncalli

Nothing to it? Right
they'll get to watch the Cays lose to
the most prestigious franchise in
sports, the fabled 15 time and defending World Champion Boston

MIKE CORCORAN
From any seat in most sports
facilities they can be seen, sitting in
the best seats, armed with free programs and other complimentary
statistics. Having entered the game
without paying, they gorge
themselves on the mandatory free
pre-game lunch or dinner. After the
game they charge en masse to the
locker rooms, invading the sanctum
of the admired athletes without blinking an eye, asking about anything
and everything. The eyes and ears of
the sports public, most fans would
love the easy, enjoyable life they
think sports journalists lead. But
althought many perks accompany
covering sports, it's not just a
glamorous life.
One of the cardinal rules of sports
journalism, print, radio or television,
is paying your dues. Even a college
newspaper like The Heights is no exception. More than one time a recruit
has entered this homemaker's
nightmare of an office and condescended to cover the upcoming
football or basketball game. Hearing
from the sports editor that other people were ahead of them and that
they'd have to work their way up
through the non-revenue sports,
whose players and coaches don't appear on TV every other day. These
suddenly enlightened people would
invariably balk, leave, and never be
seen again.

Radio and television are the same
way. Aspirants usually start at small
stations, where big time sports events
are few and far between. Markets like
Boston, which has an unmatched
wealth and diversity of sports are
rare, and because of their attractiveness are the most difficult places
to gain employment, to obtain the
glamour of covering the big time
teams.

Even markets with major league

teams, perhaps even a number of

them, aren't necessarily thrill packed. Just look at Cleveland. The
media people out there must be
beside themselves that the Cays made
the playoffs, that one of their professional teams is actually playing
beyond the regular season. And

Celtics.
Of course there are special, unexpected perks. Arriving at 5:30 pm for
the first Celtics-Cavaliers playoff
game Thursday evening, the 20 or so
people from WBZ-TV, Channel 4
and Turner Broadcasting Services
saw Larry Bird, the greatest basketball player in the world, and possibly
the most complete player of all time,
come onto the half-lit parquet floor
with a ball boy and warm up. The
priviledged media members saw Bird
hit 34 of 36 jumpshots from a variety
of spots 18 feet from the basket. No
fans, no applause, no recognition,
just a guy shooting a basketball in a
gym. It happened to be the world's
best player drilling shot after shot in
the most glorified gym in the worlds.
The beginning of games is the best
time for the assembled journalists.
They are fed, usually not tired or
hungover, have the obligatory
plethora of statistics at'their fingertips, and aren't near their deadline.
As the regular fans applaud louder
after a great play, the journalist
makes a note of the play for possible use. Not too difficult.
But as the game goes on, the
pressure mounts. Members of the
print media furiously pound their
portabubbles, trying to meet their
first edition deadlines. The closer and
more prolonged the game, the more
difficult it becomes. For instance, the
deadline for Boston Globe first edition stories is 10:30 pm. Before each
subsequent edition the writer updates
and rewrites, coherently cramming as
much fresh information as possible,
flying to the locker rooms the moment the game ends to get pertinent
quotes from the key figures, running
back up to the press room to convey
those comments to the impatient
editor and eager public. If the equipment is working.
Even the locker rooms, encapsuled by, but inpregnable from the enthusiasm or anger of the regular fan,
aren't necessarily the nirvana that
might be expected. The key figures?
the head coach, the guy who won the
game, the emerging star?are under
a media stampede that would make
the onslaught of sale-crazed middle
aged women fighting for the last item
seem tame in comparison.
To not get quotes or on camera (or
tape) from the key people would
naturally lessen the coverage and
credibility of the journalistin the eyes
of the public. So these post game
media hordes are made of experts of
the darting cut off, quick elbow, path
Bird, page 18

YIN SYLVIA
They tumble in the mind like some
kaleidoscopic collage images of a
John Bagley jump shot floating
through the twine; of a Doug Flutie
bullet to Brian Brennan at midfield,
Brennan gathering the ball into his
belly, body tensed for a hit from a
frustrated defensive back; of Billy
Switaj spearing a blurred puck as it
hurtles toward the top corner of the
net; of Peter Dorfman heading a ball
past a lunging goaltender; and of the
fans who rocked Roberts Center in
the glory years and then rolled with
the football team on the way to the
Cotton Bowl.
These past four years have been
like no other four years in the history
of Boston College athletics: three
?

Eagle

bowl appearances, three NCAA
basketball tournaments, a trip to
hockey's Final Four and a Beanpot
title. And, of course, four years of
Flutie.
Naturally, those are the highlights,
the games which comprise videos and
articles with names like "Where
Eagles Dare," and "Why Eagles
Fly," and "Boston College: Beasts
of the East." Anyone with the most
remote interest in sports can appreciate The Miracle in Miami, or
Mike Adams' reverse layup under
Patrick Ewing in BC's 1983 Boston
Garden win over villainous
Georgetown.
But the collage also consists of
vignettes that could not possibly be
perrecorded in any scrapbook
and
people
sonal recollections of
plays that made the past four years
more than just a period of intense
?

observation; it was a time of fervent

experience.
When I first arrived at BC, Jack

Bicknell was still a dubious selection
as head football coach and I had
never heard of Doug Flutie. The
sport at Boston College at that time
was basketball. And if you were
unable to squeeze into Roberts
Center during the hysteria, you could
tell how the Eagles were doing by the

Power on a Roll
for in hustle, desire, and great
coaching.

Coaches: Dr. Tom Davis was a

JEFF SHMASE
I don't know... maybe it's the rab :
bit's foot or the four leaf clover 1
brought with me to college. But
whatever it was, it surely worked.
Boston College has just completed a
four year period in which their

athletic teams excelled at a level that
had not been seen before. The three

revenue-producing sports teams;
basketball, football, and hockey have

experienced tremendous success during my years at BC and the future
seems bright as well. The following
are some impressions, comments,
and memories that these teams have
given me.
Basketball:
Players: There have been some excellent ballplayershere. John (I never
saw a shot 1 didn't like) Bagley, John
Garris, Jay (I shoot better from 20
feet than from 3 feet) Murphy, and
Michael (The Whippet) Adams were
all standouts. Overall many of the
players here had questionable talent
coming out of high school. But what
they lacked in ability they made up

good coach. His teams exhibited patience, discipline, good ball movement and desire. He led the Eagles
to a final eight appearance in 1982
and then headed off to Stanford to
avoid the point shaving scandal and
to get big money from the Cardinals.
Gary Williams took over and he led
his first BC team to the Big East
Championship and the final eight in
the NCAA's. The twenty five wins in

1983 was a school record. The next
year was a tough one for Williams
and the corps. He experienced
troubles with Martin Clark, and Jay
Murphy as the team struggled to obtain an NIT bid. This past year the
Eagles lost some tough games during
the regular season but excelled in the
NCAA's. In my opinion, he's the

best coach in the country. Hopefully the athletic department realizes this
and will reward him in kind.
Facility: Roberts Center is a joke.
It is outdated; it lacks office space,
locker room space, and modern
equipment for a major college team.
Roberts is more like a high school
gym than a college arena. When the
new arena is finally built, it will attract better players, network television games, and respect.
Team: It has won two Big East
Conference Championships in four
years and that is nothing to sneeze at.
The Big East is arguably the best conference in America and two titles is
Observations, page 18

roar that seemed to raise the roof
with every turnaround rainbow swish
thrown in by Bagley.
I've seen USC crowds with their

choreographed card waving in the
Rose Bowl, and watched the wave

wash over the Michigan, but never
have I seen fans so much a part of
an athletic program as BC's basketball entouragewas that season. And
even when St. Louis and Dallas were
too far for most of those fans to
travel to watch BC in the NCAA's,

they cringed with every turnover and

elated with every shot John Garris rejected, and every pass Adams threw
behind his back, and every jumpshot

Jay Murphy sank.
BC advanced to the Final Eight by
upsetting Kansas State on a Friday
nignt in Dallas, while on Chestnut
Hill, students packed the Rat and
O'Connell House to witness the slaying of anotherGoliath; San Francisco
and DePaul had alreadyfallen. When
the final buzzer sounded, it was is if
a dam had burst as people poured out

of Lyons and O'Connell and streamed toward the mods. Others danced
and chanted on the lawn in front of
Roncalli, while music blasted and TV
cameras whirred to capture the mania
on film.
By the time I reached the Mod
quad, people were dragging furniture
out of their rooms to throw on the
bonfire in the quad's center, while a
half dozen others dragged in the
goalpost which had just been torn
down from Alumni Stadium. No one
had yet sickened of "For Boston"
and its tune was belted out by the
masses along with chants of "We are
the Eagles" a predecessor to "We
Are the World?"
The Eagles were on a roll and fan
support was snowballing, for on Sunday BC would be facing Houston
it's final stop on the way to the Final
Four. After Friday night's festivities,
the BC administration had all but
hired riot squads to squelch the
madness that would follow the
?

?

Eagles' impending upset.
But Akeem Olajuwon, Clyde
Drexler and company proved, too
much for BC and the Final Four
dream died. The mourners walked
silently from O'Connell House, as
Roncalli, page 18

The articles by Mike Corcoran,

Yin Sylvia and Jeff Shmase are the
final pieces of their careers here at
The Heights.
Corcoran, former copy editor, has
provided guidanceand support. I will
never forget our marathon gridbits
session with Jim Van Anglen after
the North Carolina football game.
Sylvia, former sports editor, has
made his fame of late as a writer at
The Boston Globe. He ushered me into The Heights, and I owe him a lot
for his knowledge he bestowed upon

me.

Jeff Shmase provided number of

key articles throughout the year.
Tony Zarillo Sports Editor
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'The Baron' Signs Off: Four Years of BC Glory
Mcontinued from page 17
impressive. The team concept of
basketball has done wonders. Retaining Williams, and building a new
arena to attract better players will be
more wonderful.
Football:
Players: The Eagles have had some
great players. Jack Bicknell, Brian
Brennan, Jim Budness, Steve
DeOssie, Mark McDonald, Joe
Nash, Scott Nizolek, Gerard Phelan,
Mike Ruth, Steve Strachan, Troy
Stradford, Tony Thurman and oh
yeah, Doug Flutie. Other players of
note are Mark Bardwell, Scott
Gieselman, Dave Pereira, Shawn
Romanowski, and
Regent,
Regent.
Shawn
Coach: Imaginative, intelligent;
personabfe, easy going, good
motivator and fun are some adjec-

to continued from page 15

Roncali Memories

BC cops also strolled heads down out
of every dorm. There would be no
riot. The campus fell silent as it does
during Christmas vacation, and as
silent as the BC locker room probably was in the moments after the
defeat.
It was during that same year that
Flutie also first endeared himself to
Boston College. And while he went
on to far greater glory, one performance that season stands out above
all others in my mind.
When Pittsburgh entered Alumni
Stadium on a bitter cold November
afternoon, it was ranked No. 2 in the
nation, and with Dan Marino at
quarterback, the Panthers were expected to devour the Eagles. An early Pitt lead seemed to justify the
assumption and fans filed out of

Alumni.
But Flutie had a few tricks up his
sleeve

?

scrambles that dizzied his

tives to describe Jack Bicknell. Even
those don't say enough about the
man. Bicknell belies the fact that you
have to be hard-nosed, tough and
mean to be a successful coach in Division 1-A football. He genuinely
seems to have a good time at what
he does. He gets along with the press
extremely well, and takes his job
seriously but he enjoys football, he
doesn't live it. He's turned around a
team that was 0-11 in 1978. He
helped lead the Eagles to its first bowl
(Tangerine) in 39 years in only his second year. Of course having a QB
whose initials were D.F. didn't hurt
the cause any.
Facility: Alumni Stadium is ok but
it needs improvement. Every time
before the game I felt like I was in
Cincinnati at the Who concert. It is
very dangerous underneath those
stands. Of course twenty five thou-

Pitt pursuers and an underhand pass
through a horde of hulking linemen
and electrified those of us who
already knew better than to lose
hope. Suddenly BC was back in the
ballgame.
Word of the comeback swept the
campus as the cheers of the sparse

crowd carried toward the Resies and
New Dorm. The turnstiles began
spinning again as the stadium refilled faster than the pitchers at Mary
Ann's on a Wednesday night. The
comeback fell short and BC lost,
32-28, but Flutie's bandwagon had
been formed, though there was not
any hint that his following would
reach near-cult proportions.
The BC bandwagon is now large
enough to form a caravan, and
stories of Eagle athletic accomplishments perpetually adorn our
newspapers and move across our
television screens. And we applaud
politely when the Eagles win and buy
our Cotton Bowl souveniers and

blow apart after the Beanpot.
Facility: McHugh must go, the
sooner the better. It gives new meaning to the word cold.
Team:The players have exceptional
talent. Most of them have been
Massachusetts high school products.
The team has provided hockey fans
with some exciting moments due to
their scoring output. This year the
Eagles were frustrated in their bid for
a national title by Providence's Chris
Terreri who made bl saves on 65
shots.
rf
I have been lucky to be at BC these
four years. The success of the teams
has never been matched. Admissions
are up, national attention is ours. We
are no longer confused with BU. I've
seen some great players, the best being Flutie.
This is it for the Baron. Continued
success to the teams and peace to all.

Carolina, and hammering Navy. The
Eagles went on to an 8-2-1 season and
the Tangerine Bowl game.
1983 brought the Liberty Bowl,
and in '84 the Eagles landed in a major bowl defeating the University of
Houston 45-28 in the Cotton Bowl.
Who knows what will happen in '85
but an interesting test will happen
August 27, in New Jersey against
BYU.

sand drunks roaming around
anywhere isn't safe but a little order
is necessary. An expanded stadium is
also important. Thirty two thousand
seats was fine prior to the Bicknell
years but since the team has such national appeal now, another 10,000
seats would be a good idea.

Team: They have exceeded even

my expectations. I wasn't even a big
BC football fan before I came here
(Remember Schwitt). The team in '81

Hockey:

was one of transition. Bicknell implemented an exciting passing offense
but it took a little time for people to
adjust to it. One would often hear the
referee bellow out in a muffled voice
"False start offense repeat third
down". The team showed potential
in 1981 with a 5-6 year. In 1982 BC
led off by thrashing Texas A&M, tiding defending national champion
Clemson, in Death Valley, South

Players: Robin Monleon, Bob
O'Connor, Ed Rauseo, Bob
Sweeney, Billy Switaj, Scott Gordon,

Scott Harlow, and Dom Campedelli
have had outstanding careers. The

younger players have great potential

as well.
Coach: Len Ceglarski has been
successful here. He won his 500th
game this year (255 wins at BC),
Teams fare well during the season but

Baseball Endures Tough Week
from

page 15

BC was held scoreless for the next
four innings by Northestern pitcher
Joe Killelea. The Eagles' pitching
staff did not fare as well, however,
as Northeastern scored in the first
seven innings of the eight inning
contest.

Scoring singleruns in the third and
fourth innings Northeastern expanded their lead to 8-5 at the end of four
innings. The Huskies also drove
Reardon, who Was replaced by Steve
Courtney, from the game in the
third.

watch The Play on our VCR's.
But the fondest memories are those
in which you feel you played a role
no matter how minor.

The Huskies broke the gameopen
with four runs in the fifth. Northeastern's Chuck Allard initiated the
outburst with a two run triple to left
to give the Huskies a 10-5 lead.

another walk to reload the bases.
Northeastern's final run in the fifth
inning came as the result of a walk
with the bases loaded. Northeastern
12 BC 5.
In the sixth the Huskies scored a
pair of runs as the result of a double
and a sacrifice fly. An additional
Northeastern run was averted when
a Huskie runner was thrown at home
due to a strong throw by Giaquinto
and excellent relay by first baseman

Following the triple Courtney
issued two consecutive walks which
loaded the bases and was subsequently lifted by BC coach Eddie Pellagrini
in favor of senior Tom Zambito.
Zambito walked the first Northeastern batter he faced forcing in
another run.
FollowingSchwegman's tag out of
player between third
Northeastern
a
base and home Zambito issued

Daley.

Northeastern stretched their lead to
15-5 on a homerun to left field and
all but ended the game.

Softball On A Streak

And
Bagley's jump shot still floats Ucontinued from page 15
through the twine, and Brennan still
hauls in that Flutie bullet, and the the second game, the Eagles put on
fans still dance on the lawn of an explosive hitting attack to post a
Roncalli...
9-3 victory. Leßrecque (3 singles) and
Montouri (a triple and a single) led
the BC hitters. As a team, the Eagles
ripped four hits in the game and they
coasted to an easy victory.
The winning streak also included
with the details of the Eagles' loss. wins over
Brandeis and Harvard. In
Getting to meet stars like Bobby
game, Lane pitched a
the
Brandeis
Orr and Larry Bird, seeing games for two hitter with 10 strikeouts to confree from great seats, traveling at
the Brandeis hitters. Perreault led
almost no personal expense?all trol
the hitting with two hits and two
make journalism seem the ideal job RBl's, and the Eagles notched a
3-1
to most fans. All those facts are true,
victory. The Harvard game turned
but just as certain and inevitable is out to be pitching duel.
a
Lane conthe competitiveness, pressure, and tinued her outstandingpitching as she
stringent deadlines involved in one of held Harvard to four hits. The BC ofthe most misunderstood of all jobs.
fense seemed to take the day off as
?

they only managed two hits.
However, the Eagles took advantage of their hits to

Not All That It's Cracked up to be
Ucontinued from page 17
clearing shoulder, and numerous

other insidious devices designed to
obtain a front row vantage point and
a clear path to the beleagured target.
Entering the locker room the players
are filthy and the journalists clean.
Exiting, it is just the opposite.
Just as the members of the print
media must quickly fill a certain
amount of space with each story, no
matter how much more or less the
game deserves, so are the radio and
television people under deadline and
space limits.
Each must get back to their studio,

darting through the remnants of the
en route. Upon arrival, the assembled material must be
post game traffic

organized, completed, and timed to
the second in what is at times a matter of minutes. For example, the two
people working on the Boston
College-Memphis State NCAA game
for Channel 4 selected just over a
minute of highlights from that three
hour heartbreaking thriller, had them
edited in order, delivered the
highlight tape to the ENG room for
on-air play, wrote the accompanying
script, and delivered it to Bob Lobel
in 12 minutes, finishing less than a
minute before he began the sports

I

Men's Lacrosse

BC Drops Two in a Row
by Scott Burns

Trying to rebound from a
debilitating 25-8 loss to UMassAmherst, the Boston College men's
lacrosse team fell to the University of
New Hampshire last Wednesday,
13-6.
The loss drops the Eagles' record
to 5-6 as they now head into the final
three games of the season with hopes
of concluding the team's first winning season in four years.
In New Hampshire, BC jumped
out to an early 2-0 lead. But as the
laxmen had done against Vale and
Massachusetts, they could not hold
the edge and ended up on the losing
end again. BC played a strong game
for three quarters against UNH
before finally folding in the final
frame. With goals from Mike Hannan, Bill Ganin, and Paul Stenberg,
the Eagles kept it a three goal game
but couldn't keep up the pressure.
Captain Peter Burger pointed out
that the UNH goalkeeper made
several great saves to keep the
Wildcats on top.
Despite the loss, coach Aps Kinnan
felt that the team played fairly well
and that maybe the game was a turningpoint. With tough games against
opponents like Harvard, Vale, and
Massachusetts right in the middle of

the schedule, Kinnan felt a "real
low" hit the team. However, he and
Burger agreed that UNH was a
"tough opponent" and that the team
played better than it had in recent
games.

Regarding the season thus far, Kinnan said, "We're exactly where we'd

be on paper," pointing out that the
only disappointing loss has been the
one to Ithaca. On the other hand, BC
came up with a big win over St.
John's three weeks ago that hadn't
been counted on. He commented that
this season has already been better
than recent past seasons, but hopes
the team can finish strong after this
streak of tough games. "I like to
think we could rebound for the last
three games of the season, but it's going to be tough," said Kinnan. The
Eagles finish up with home games
against Holy Cross, Springfield, and
Vermont.

Saturday.

to a

2-1

the mound. Although pitching .500

(7-7), Lane has maintained a 1.65
ERA.
"We've asked everything of our
freshman pitcher, and she's given
back even more." McGuire noted.

McGuire added,"The season has
been going well. The bats are really
starting to come alive, and Lesley is
pitching well. I hope it continues."
The Eagles now stand 9-9 on the
season, and will take to the field next
when they travel to Keene State

Tuesday.

Student Season Tickets

Students wishing to sign up (pk season tickets

on theift tuition jolt netft yea/i way do so at

tk ticket ojjiee

in

Centeft.

Monday through Friday 9-5

The Holy Cross contest will be an
important one for the Eagles as the

Crusaders will be bringing a lot of
fans to Alumni Field on Tuesday
night. A victory is crucial to a winning Eagle season. The teams are fairly
well matched and Burger has said it
will be "physical." BC then faces
another strong club, Springfield, on

hang on

victory.
The Eagles have enjoyed success,
and much of it can be credited to
Lane, who has had a great year on

I

The Blue Chips

of Boston College
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ATTENTION JUNIORS AND SENIORS:
Anyone who will not be at Boston College this
fall and anyone who wants to appear in the
supplement MUST have their senior portrait

taken NOW.

Pictures will be taken:
Wednesday, April 24, 9-5
Thursday, April 25, 9-5
Friday, April 26, 9-5
in McElroy 103

If you do not have your picture taken by the
school photographer, your picture will not appear
in the 1986 Sub Turri.
a

a
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Gold Key Society Kicks Off Blood Drive Today
by Jean

McMillan

Once again the Gold Key Society
is gearing up for their third and final
blood drive this year to be held this
Monday through Friday (April

.

22-26).

One of the four chairmen for the
blood drive Michelle Graney explained that the drives are spaced out so
that people who give blood last time
may give again. People are allowed
to give blood,every eight weeks.
Before actually giving blood, prospective donors are given out an information card to fill out and and
asked a series of questions to ensure
their eligibility. Such factors as high
blood pressure, low blood iron, travel
outside of the country, or low body
weight may prohibit someone from
donating their blood.
Co-chairperson Rick McKenna

Gold Key member Lisa Bermstated during the last blood drive held
ingham
were
there
517
donors
commented that there "is no
February
in
excuse why someone cannot help in
and about 100 deferments.
Graney estimated they average some way." If a student feels uncomabout 100 pints a day during each fortable giving a pint of blood, there
are always other areas where they
blood drive.
In an effort to obtain donors, the could participate such as with
group had dorm sign-ups, phone posters, sign-ups, or at the canteen

'You can't say you will never

need blood.'

?Michelle Graney
campaigns, and sign-up tables in
Eagles' Nest as well as outside

Gasson 100 where the donating takes

places under the direction of Red

Cross nurses. Besides donors, the
Gold Key attempt to recruit
volunteers and other groups to help
in this project.

table where donors are replenished
with juice and cookies.
"You can't say you will never need
blood. Whether you yourself or someone in your family, someday you
are going to need blood," said
Graney. It is often the people who at
one time were in need of blood who

A & S SENIORS

Students show enthusiasm over "gift
realize the importance of giving it, he
added. Graney and the others agreed
the majority of donors give time after
time.
The entire process takes about one
hour. Afterward the donor receives
a blood donor's card on which their
blood type is indicated. This information is useful in an emergency
situation.
Even with all the blood collected

of life."
from the colleges and universities in
the area, Bermingham noted
hospitals are always in need of more.
Bermingham also mentioned that a
Red Cross member stated Boston
College has one of the highest percentage of donors in the area.
The Gold Key urges everyone,
students, faculty, and administration
to take part and help BC to maintain
this tradition of cooperation.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

Announcements
and Instructions
for Commencement are now ready
in the A & S Deans Office
Gasson 109

Normal volunteers ages 18-49 needed for eye research study at
Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary.
Must have good vision in both eyes
with or without glasses and be in good
general health.
Complete eye exam, standard lab tests
and questionaires to be done at each
of 5 visits over 3 years. $50 remuneration for each visit and $50 bonus for
completing the study. Please call the
Clinical Research Coordinator at (61 7)
523-7900, etc. 2602 weekdays between 9am 5 pm.
\u25a0

One Very Small
Reason For Taking

AmtrakTo NewYork.

I
I

One Way Coach
Fare, Fri.-Sun

Take Amtrak to New York and you may be
surprised at how much you get for so little.
Our spacious, reclining seats, for examph
And where else can you find aisles wide
enough for a leisurely stroll?
Not to mention our Amcafe, where you
can get a snack, hot or cold sandwich or
beverage, whenever you like.
All this for only $19, coach, Friday to
Sunday; $25, Monday to Thursday. And
when you bring the kids along, you'll save
even more?children under 12 go for half
price.
Oh, there's one more thing. On Amtrak,
you can go from downtown Boston or the
Route 128 Station to midtown Manhattan,
Newark, or suburban Amtrak Stations.
So the next time you're headed for New
York, call your travel
agent or call Amtrak at
AI I ]
nWaMmJKW

1800USARA.L

There s no reason
"o"o

?**jmgm£mMgm

Amtrak

Certain holiday restrictions may apply.
AMTRAK TICKET OFFICE LOCATION:
Boston City Ticket Office, The Statler Building, 20 Park Plaza
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'Silent Scream' Illustrates Abortion Process
by Christina Hippeli
The first black woman to graduate
from Harvard Medical School blamed abortion for "fragmenting and
frazzling" society in a lecture entitled "Abortion ?the Medical Aspect"
Wednesday.
Dr. Mildred Jefferson, MD,
discussed abortion in the United
States and called for a pro-life
amendment because "without insuring the right to life the others [basic
rights] have no meaning."
"There are those of us who really
do believe the words of the Declaration of Independence," said Jefferson. She explained that this document, which states "we are endowed by our Creator with certain
unalienable rights," attributes these
rights to God, not to the newly formed government or the courts.

a fascist ideal of trying to cut social
costs by getting rid of those who
would drain the money supply. "And
they have the nerve to call it liberal,"
she said.
Jefferson claimed most of the
stories cited by her opponents about
the pregnant poor women or young
women who believe they cannot afford to have children are false. She
said those who make such generalizations have never had contact with
poor people, viewing them only as
masses. Jefferson said many poor
have more sensible, balanced ap-

proaches to life than the people who
want to change them.
In response to opponents who
claim poor women are entitled to
abortions because richer women are

able to afford them. "Make a list of
all the things rich women have and
always have had and let the poor
women decide which they want.
Don't just assign them abortion,"
said Jefferson.
Calling for an end to doctors who
have the right "to end a pregnancy
with empty arms for the mother,"
Jefferson urged a separation 'etween

MD's and DEM's?doctors of extermination medicine.
Jefferson said that though some
people do not believe they should
"force" their opinion on others, she
feels justified in doing so because she

is recognizing a moral code. "There
are choices which can be allowed and
other choices which must be refused." This is the nature of a covenant
of society, which in the western

world's case is based on the JudeoChristian tradition.
"The high court of the United
States has separated biological and

legal personhood and assigned to two
people the right, the privclege of en
ding that life," Jefferson said. She
urged audience members to fight for
the rights of the unborn because they
cannot speak, vote or fight for
themselves.

We're Having A Party, Somewhere
In the Night There Will Be Dancing, Dancing In the Dark, Rock This
Town, All Night Long, Come on
Jefferson urged a Along Come On Along,
separation
Check your section editor for further details
between MD's
Back by popular demand:
DEM's
and
BC Summer
?doctors of

Storage

A BC Student Agency

extermination.
"My committment is to keep this
nation true to its own ideals," she
exclaimed.
Jefferson said abortions lead to
chaos and disruption which are crippling and end lives. She said people
are trying to route older ideals out of
the society by making the pro-life
movement

appear

puritanic.

However, she said this destruction of
old ideals will cause a breakdown in
society.

"There is no way that any caring
individual in this society can say,
'Oh, no. it doesn't affect me,' " Jefferson said.
The lecture followed a showing of
The Silent Scream a documentary
featuring an ultrasound of a fetus being aborted. The film stressed the increase in the number of abortions
since they were legalized by the Roe
vs. Wade Supreme Court decision.
The narrator, Dr. Bernard Nathanson, MD, said in 1963, 100,000 illegal
abortions were performed. In 1973,
the year of Roe vs. Wade, 750,000
abortions were done, but this figure
had increased to 1.5 million per year
by 1983.
The doctor expressed concern over
the "almost unqualified license to
kill" granted members of the medical
profession by .Roe vs. Wade. She
compared this decision to the beginning of the Third Reich when Germany's doctors were in the best position to rid the society of undesirable
elements. Jefferson said that in the
US the society has already decided
which elements to eliminate?those
who are a burden to society.
The speaker accused the society of

m Che
ff Crimson
Clothiers & Booters
to Gentlemen

A Distinctive Line of
Clothing andFootwear
For all Occasions
Holyoke Center
Harvard Square
12-18 Dunster St.
Cambridge, MA 02138
868-6688
Amex

VISA

MC

*
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We want to help you select
the right car and accessories for you and your
budget. We'll tell you about
leasing, too!

Save yourself the hassle and expense of
transporting your clothes, rugs, furniture,
skis, etc. home for the summer.
We can handle any storage need at
reasonable prices.
Individual boxes, cartons, and tape also
available for your own packing needs.
Ryder-Truck rentals available to transport
you and your friends home with your
things while saving $$.
Reserve your space today by contacting
the BC Student Agencies!

*

Miskinis has won virtually
every service award given
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years.

SELECTION?

Pontiacs
Sunbirds
Grand Ams

anywhere, and it's
demonstrated by
knowledgeable people.

Fieros

We have the largest
Buick/Pontiac inventory

Buicks
Skyhawks
Skylarks
Somersets

Firebirds

We'll listen to what you
say. Come talk to us.
Because we are theLargest Buick/Pontiac dealer in
the country, we have volume prices. We tailor
financing or lease packages to your pocketbook.

Final Sign-up Date:
Friday, April 26
Carney 30 (Basement)

Mishink

MISKINIS Buick/Pontiac/lsuzu
1000 Main Street/Rte. 28, Bridgewater
Rte. 24 is parallel ar\d just west of us. Don't know the routes?
Call collect for directions 697-3113 or 580-0813.

552-3034

TOUR MRENTS DONT HAVE
TO CRYAT GRADUATION.
MARRIOTTS $85 GRADUATION RATE
MpF*

No wonder parents cry at graduation. After
dealing with the high cost ofcollege, they have to put
up with the hii*h cost of a hotel. So, for graduation, the
Boston Marriott Copley Place has a special rate thatwill
make them smile. Your parents can stay with us any
Friday, Saturday or Sunday until June 30, 198S for
only $85 per night, douhle occupancy. Taxes and
Call 236-5800 or toll free 1-800-228-9290

for reservations. And make your parents
happy at Graduation.
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The Worst, the Best, and the Outrageous
Editor's Note: A "swan song" is
the final commentary written by a
graduatingHeights editor. Ccci Connolly, who joined the Heights her
freshman year, served as news editor

and editor-in-chief

by Ceci Connolly

If I werea sports writer this would
be about the awesome feats I've
witnessed on the field, ice and court.
If I were terribly funny this would
be a witty description of the "BC
experience."

And, if I really had my way this
would be a solid, investigativepiece
of journalism uncovering some type
of corruption or wrong doing.

time coming before a black person
addressed a graduating class.
?Least Surprising Commencement
Speaker: Archbishop Bernard Law
But it's not.
last year?this speech was definitely
This is my list of awards to inpulled out of the filing cabinet the
dividuals, groups and events that night before.
have occurred in the past four years.
?Biggest Academic DisappointIf I were in a position to award the ment: Jody Powell?just when you
stellar and the slimy, the talented and thought a big name meant
the tepid, these are the deserving something...
souls I'd commend.
?Fairest Professor on Campus:
?Most Surprising Commencement Carol Petillo?the cards are laid on
Speaker (pleasant that is): Andrew the table from the beginning, no surYoung?l thought it would be a long prises here.

YES, YOU CAN RENTACAR... AT MIS!
ni

__ 3

PV

Avisfea ures GMcars.
Chevy Celebrity.
If you're at least eighteen
years old, with college 1.D., a
major credit card and a
driver's license, Avis will be
happy to rem ;i car to you. No
card? You're still okay
at Avis if you're at least 19
with college I.D. and can cash

"\u25a0

\u25a0&\u25a0

.

qualify and leave a deposit.
What's more Avis has low daily. weekly and weekend rates
Plus very s Pecial half day and
overnight rates. And every
Ay s rental includes unlimited

'

So the next time you need a
car put the quality and service
f Avis to work for y° u
ecau Avis « try ,n S harder
for colle8 e st "dents.

?£

'f

-

This offer limited

to rentals at

our West Newton, Washington
Street location only. For information and reservations, stop
in or call Avis:

969-^s^o

1229 Washington St.
West Newton, MA

969-5550
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?Smoothes! Operator at BC:
Father Monan?this man has never
sweated a moment in his entire life.
?Best University Speaker: Dean
William Neenan ?entertaining, witty and just the right length.

?Worst University Representative
Address the Public on Any Issue:
Father Fahey?yes, Father, we're
talking about ethics here.
?Place to Be Seen: O'Neill Library,
or better yet Red Square?this is like,
college, like you know?
?Best Food on Campus: Golden
Lantern?well worth every point that
sweet freshman spends on you.
?Worst Food on Campus: The
to

Mouse?you know those microwaves
in the basement of Lyons next to the
Rat?
?Biggest Gut: Theories of
Coaching?Jack Bicknell dropped
three notches in my book heading up
this one.
?Best Kept Secrets: 58% graduation rate of the football team for
Classes of '82 and '83, and a 35%
rate for the basketball team since
1978?at least there's more to college
than getting a degree.
?Worst Kept Secret: Jay Murphy
having the honor of flunking out of
the College of Arts and Sciences
twice?who were those creeps at the
Herald anvway?
?Most Depressing Statistic Regarding BC: The number of blacks
enrolled in the school?our ad-

: :->^^fefei-.*>:\u25a0:\u25a0.
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Every TI calculator comes with
one extra number*
When you buy a Texas

1-800-TI-CARES

Instruments calculator you

don't just buy a calculator, you
buy Texas Instruments' commitment to quality.
It's a commitment backed
by a fully developed service
network that includes the
above toll-free number you can
call from anyplace in the
United
States.
r
TIt

ii.

you nave any applications,

operations, or service questions,
call us Monday thru Friday
between 9am and 4pm CST,

and we'll be glad to help.
If your calculator needs
repairing, we'll direct you to
one of our 46 conveniently
located service centers for an
immediate exchange. Under
warranty, it's free. If there's no
center near you, we'll do it all
I.i
'
by
mail.

0( course,

there's just one

catch. It has to be a Texas
Instruments calculator. But
then, if you're as smart as we
think you are, why wouldn't
it be ?
m

-p

lEXAS

Jjl

INSTRUMENTS
n
c products
.?
Creating
usefuli

j

and services for you.

Ceci Connolly

ministration has taken Bill Cosby's
advice and decided to "Just put 'em
away somewhere."
?Second Most Depressing Statistic:
The number of women in high level
positions here?thank God for Vice
President Peg Dwyer.
?Biggest Cover-up: Professor
Michael Malec's reprimand and the
subsequent withdrawal of it ?who
said the First Amendment guarantees
an individual's right to free speech?
?Best Professors: Paul Breines,
Marie Natoli, Cathy Packer, Henry
Black well ?so good you can't take
just one.
?Most Inspirational Student: Jeff

Keith?hands down, no contest.
?Proof that There Is No Justice:
Doug Flutie's $7 million ?I thought
if I studied real hard I'd get to be rich
and famous.
?Worst Decisions Jeff Thielman
Made: Naming Lou Helbling Executive Vice President and inviting
Bill Buckley to speak on social
justice?no matter how hard I try I
just can't decide which was worse.
?Best Decision Jeff Thielman
Made: Going to Peru as part of the
Jesuit Volunteer Corps?they deserve
good people like Jeff.
?Most Unrealistic Policy at BC:
The Health Services' inadequatebirth
control services?this is 1985, let's
start helping young adults before any
more lives are ruined.
?Most Daring, Innovative Course:
Society and Nuclear War?Charlie
Derber is one of the few people addressing this, the most crucial issue
of our day.
?Nauseating Aspect of This Year's
Sub Turri: Doug Flutie maniastarting with the poster all the way
through. "Doug: up close and personal"?this is too much for a guy
that didn't even graduate.
?Most Worthwhile Addition to
This Year's Sub Turri: Gallery
section?photography at its best.
?Groups that Don't Get the Praise
They
PIRG, Pulse, Affirmative Action, Haley House, Coalition Against Nuclear War and the
Women's Resource Center?l'm sure
I missed a few, but these are right up
there.
?Most Accessible Administrator:
Frank Campanella?he may be running the school, but he always seems
to make the time.
?Least Accessible Administrator:
Everyone else?hey, this University's
privately owned; no one has to talk
to anybody.

?Most Likely Change: The BC
campus will become the next
Disneyland?complete with forums,
plexes, halls, ramps, afriums and
monorails, BC will enter the Space
Age.

?Least Likely Change: An opendoor policy?it is clear the administration knows a good thing
when they've got it.
?Biggest Misconception About The
Heights: We're all out to screw the
entire University community?
nobody exerts that much effort over
an idea as silly as that.
?Other Totally Wrong Ideas
About The Heights: We are funded
by BC, we are all screamingradicals,
and only the editor-in-chief writes the
editorials.
There are plenty of other viable
candidates for all of theseawards and
many others. My apologies if I
neglected any of you truly amazing
folks or you inexcusably rotten ones.
And please, as Jim Garaventi's column (which deserves one of my good
awards) says, take all of this "with
a grain of salt."

The Heights
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Heights Review:
The Life and (Hard) Times of a Teaching Fellow
by

Lisa M. Stepanski

April is almost over, and with it second
Students are busy fortifying
themselves for the coming weeks; getting used
to staying up late, subsisting on subs and diet
cokes, familiarizing themselves with the sober
atmosphere of O'Neill Library. Some, like me,
are also contemplating more radical study
methods, such as sleeping on one's books and
notes. This, I'm afraid, will not get me anything
more than a sleepless night and a headache in
the morning but it's certainly worth a try.
With the end Of April so concludeth my
academic and teaching career at "Boston College. I call it a career because I'm'twenty five
years old, and feel I ought to have one by now.
It also helps convince skeptics that I'm not
goofing off. The dreaded "orals" ?an hour
spent being quizzed by three professors about
semester.

all of English literature?are looming on the
horizon. Provided that I "demonstrate proficiency" during the orals, and complete my
coursework, I'll be parading around Alumni
Stadium with a lot of other happy grads on
May 20th, clutching my hard earned M.A.
degree.
On the whole, the academic aspect of my
degree taking has been both challenging and
entertaining. I've become the world's expert on
Margaret Sidney (the author of The Five Little Peppers and How They Grew) and an intimate friend of Jane Austen. I've dabbled in
Dr. Johnson and the 17th century poets, as
well. However, the most satisfaction has come
not from any course but from the work I've

done as a teaching fellow in the English departthe past two years I've taught two
sections of Critical Reading and Writing each
semester, and in doing so have accumulated
more knowledge than I could have gotten in any
class.
I learned that I can face twenty Five freshmen
at 9:00 in the morning without throwing up.
I hasten to add that this is not a reflection on
my students but rather on me. I distinctly
remember the queasy feeling in the pit of my
stomach as I rode the bus to BC on the first
day of Class in September 1983. Having never
taught before, my nervousness was, I think,
understandable. The fact that fifty or so
freshmen are looking to you for inspiration and
guidance as they make their way through the
intricacies of a Critical Reading and Writing
syllabus is daunting. As I recall that first day,
I wonder how I would have felt had I been a
freshman in the audience. I salute the patience
of those first semester students. Whether they
were aware of it or not, while they were struggling with the newness of BC and each other,
they were also witnesses to my trials and
tribulations as a new teacher. They were the
recipients of the first Lisa M. Stepanski
syllabus, gem that it was. The more financially savvy students will hold onto it because I'm
certain it will be worth millions when I'm
famous.
The first year was fraught with obstacles for
all the English teaching fellow«r=At least ten of
us were exiled to the third floor of Lyons;
punished for reasons unknown to us and doomed to never see a friendly English professor's
face unless we made the trip to Carney. The
ment. For

buzz of activity in the Lyons office was quite
astounding, particularly during conference
weeks when all the fellows scheduled individual
appointments with their students to discuss
papers and grades. Again, I acknowledge my
students' forbearance. Having a conference surrounded by all those people must have been
similar to the experienceof walking into a lion's
den.
And then there are those dreaded class
evaluations. I remembered them from my
undergraduate days at BC, and gulped when
I realized that now I'd be on the receiving end.
It would be too good to be true if I had not
alienated any students and had transformed
them all into enthusiastic devotees of Jane
Austen, Raymond Carver and the English
department. Imagine my trepidation at the end
of the semester when I opened the evaluation
envelope, with its computerized sheet that told
me how I fared, and read the students' remarks.
A few made me wince, but I took heart because
most of them convinced me that I didn't have
to go look for a job in the local hermitage.
I'm still reaping the rewards of my first year
of teaching. Former students tell me that they
are English majors, or if they are not English
majors they are taking English courses. One of
the nicest surprises came when a former, very
quiet SOM student informed me that he was
taking a poetry course. It's also heartening
when students rave about Pride and Prejudice
and tell me that there are more doses of Austen
in their future.
Second year has been even more rewarding
than first, mainly because I realized that I could
walk into a classroom three times a week and

talk about books and authors for fifty minutes.
The English department has acknowledged our
importance and ended our exile in Lyons by
summoning us to our own offices in Carney.
It's amazing what a little space and a nameplate

on the door will do for one's self-esteem.
This year 1 had the freedom to create my own
syllabus, as opposed to last year when the first
year fellows all taught the same works. As a
result, this year I taught only works that I.
myself enjoyed, which meant lots of Eudora
Welty, Dickens, Barbara Pym and Muriel
Spark, to name just a few. There are many enthusiastic, perceptive students in my classes,

most of whom put in a pretty regular appearance and do me the honor of not appear-

ing too bored or falling asleep when class is not
as lively as it should be.
This then, is a thank you to my students,
both past and present, and the English department which, despite its previous shortcomings
in regard to its teaching fellows, is a fine department full of interesting people, all devoted to
the noble, inspiring and often thankless task
of erasing illiteracy, and instilling respect and
enthusiasm in the minds of BC students for the
English language. You've all certainly done me
a great service by helping me decide what I
should be when I grow up, which will happen
on May 20th. It's been a good two years. I think
I'll look into staying in the academic environment permanently.

Q
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Richard Gere Miscast in 'King David'
King David. Starring Richard Gere. Directed
by Bruce Beresford. A Paramount Pictures
Release. At Sack Theaters.
by Stephen Sabatini
If you're one of those people who really
thrills to good Biblical history or just someone
who likes going to stare at Richard Gere for
a couple of hours every once in a while, then
James Costigan's King David is the movie for
you. Sounds ridiculous? I'm afraid it is.
Directed by Bruce Beresford( Terete/- Mercies), this is an attempt to recount the life of
one of the Bible's greatest epic heroes.
However, this movie leaves out the epic exaggeration from which good religious films are
made. Where dc Mille's The Ten Commandments successfully combined special effects and
storyline, King David tries to rely totally on
graphic violence in achieving its purpose, and
the results just aren't the same. Don't get me
wrong, producer Martin Elfand didn't skimp
on anything in making this movie, in fact the
cast is an extensive one and the locations and
cinematography at times create something quite
nice to look at on the screen. It just doesn't
have any pizzazz, it takes metaphors of Biblical
intrigue and converts them into little more than
history on film. And with even this as its format King David is shaky.

the Israelites, and King Saul's attempt to
murder him in order to save his own crown.
The second hour is dedicated to some of the
things David does once he becomes King. The
credits roll by and you wonder where the highpoint of the movie went! It becomes painfully
apparent that there isn't really a denouement
in King David. There is a lack of the proper

Richard Gere is Richard Gere, and somehow
one of our favorite "American gigolos" just
doesn't click in the part of David, King of
Israel. David was a feared ruler, a seasoned
warrior who was respected by all and whose
greatest attribute was his ability to recognize
his own sins against God. Gere is only able to
communicate the latter half of this description,
failing to bring out the other side of the
paradoxical character he portrays. He is, as
always a powerful visual image with great
presence who looks the part, however, the
character of the role is erased as soon as he
opens his mouth. He is luckless with the Biblical
dialogue, almost embarrassingly so, and he
blows some really powerful scenes as a result.
As far as supporting actors, King David is
partly saved by some good talent, exaggerating
Gere's failure in the leading role. There are
some fine performances by Edward Wood-,
ward, a jealous Saul who seeks to kill David 1
throughout a good half of the movie, and Jack
Klaff who plays Jonathan, Saul's son, divided
between the bond he shares with his father and
his love for David.
For the first hour of this movie we see
Gere as David.
David's ascent from shepard boy to leader of

enthusiasm to make it noticeable.
The most powerful scene in the movie is the
famed battle with Goliath. It is well executed,
strong, and more or less the most suspenseful
revelation of David's character in the
screenplay. Unfortunately, it takes place about
30 minutes into the film, way too soon, and the
rest of King David is disappointing.

In the end, despite some good acting and a
high budget, this movie lacks the spectacle, proper casting and any real scheme to pull it
together. Is it worth seeing? In the words of
David himself, "be guided by the instincts of
your own heart", but if you can help it, all you
Richard Gere fans out there, I'm afraid you
should see something other (nan King David.
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Elvis Reconsidered on New Blues Album
Reconsider Baby is being released by RCA
Records in celebration of Elvis Presley's 50th
anniversary. Digitally masteredand pressed on
blue vinyl, it features many of Elvis's rarities.
by

Robert Guillemin

Elvis Presley, a man who has appeared on '
the Vegas Strip, B movies, and the National En-

quirer has finally been blessed with an album
that reflects the tradition from which he emerged. Reconsider Baby is a compilation of blues
recorded from 1954 to 1971 that represents the
"King" in his own medium, unencumbered by
myth or self-consciousness.
Digitally remastered and pressed on blue
vinyl, many of these tracks are rarities in thai

they are alternate versions of previously released material, B-sides of hit singles, or selections
from now hard to find albums.
Although Elvis' style changed drastically
from his "hound dog" beginnings in the midfifties, traces of blues can still be found
throughout his musical career.

No one pushed Elvis to sing this kind of
music he did it because he wanted to. His ability
to sing with a natural feel for black rhythms
and inflections came with a deep love of blues,
a love that produced some of Elvis' most engaging songs even when he was overweight and
covered with rhinestones.
Both sides of Reconsider Baby are jammed
full of true blues. The title track (1966) is a lazy
plea written by Lowell Fulson, complete with
sweeping guitar and sax riffs. It is one ofElvis'
cleanest cuts.
So Glad Your Mine (1956) is backed by
pounding piano and punctuated by vibrant
guitar solos. Elvis is right at home with lyrics
like "my baby knows how to treat me right/she
gives me plenty of loving morning, noon, and
night." Simple yes, but it's great music.

Elvis in 1956.

The same emotionally charged sound is
found in the last three tracks on side A, When

The finest song is saved for last.A/e/rv
Christmas Baby (1971) written by Charles
Brown, runs for seven minutes. Starting with
a sleepy bas guitar, the song graduallycollects
momentum in the classical Chicago blues tradition until it is charged with emotion. Elvis
seems to lose himself in the flow of the music
and the mesmerizing lyrics.
Although Elvis Presley did not write a single
song on this album his skill as a blues musician is unquestionable. He sings the blues with
a feeling and energy found only among the
best
blues artists.
Throughout his career Elvis returned to the
music that propelled him into fame and fortune. Reconsider Baby gives us a chance to hear
the music that inspired Elvis to rock the world.

it Rains it Really Pours, (1956), My Baby Left
A/e(1956), Ain't That Loving You fia/?v(1958).
A strong beat, lush piano and flashy guitar
meld to form music that epitomizes blues of
that era.
Side B starts with / Feel So Bad (1961) an
inspirational piece for the next wave of rockers.
Originally performed by Chuck Willis it has
gained new strength with a choppy guitar that
weaves its way through the melody.
Hi-Heeled Sneakers(1967) is highlighted by
a slippery;blues harp and Stranger in My Own
Town (1969), written by Perry Mayfield. is
mellowed by a smooth brass section that forms
a powerful throbing background.

Elvis in 1968.

Music
by Stephen Dalton
The Firm. The Firm

Forget about all the "rock dinosaur" hokum
that's been bandied about in the rock press lately. On this the debut album of the first musical
collaboration between Paul Rodgers and Jimmy Page, each man rightly reclaims his
respected status in the upper-echelon of rock.
Rodgers has never been in better voice, and
Page's guitar playing is nothing less than triumphant. Page plays as if he has something to prove to himself after being inactive since the 1980
demise of Led Zepplin. This album should be
required listeningfor the current crop of headbangers who often borrow the volume of the
original heavy metal originators withoul the
emotional intensity that is part of that musical
style. Page gives a clinic on the use of tempo
changes to evoke different moods, and in the
process brings the band to spectacular peaks
and evocative moments of acoustic beauty.
The album kicks off with "Losers," which
features torrid playing by Page set against the

earthy vocals of Rodgers and the mighty wallop
of the horn section, all in a potent mix. Page
sounds his most Zeppelin like on the bravurasoul of "Someone to Love." His slow, chunky
leads are reminiscent of Zeps' ventures into
blues on the cut. "Together" extolls the beauty of a love between men and women in the
soulful elegance of Rodgers' vocal. Rodgers is
able to sing in a blues and soul mode more successfully than many other would-be progenitors
of blue-eyed soul, because he doesn't add af-

fectations or inflections to his voice in an effort to sound more soulful. Instead he draws
on the inherent soulfullness of his voice; in the
process he ends up sounding less affected than
does, say a Mick Jagger does.
Side two begins with a cover of the old
Righteous Brothers' hit "You've Lost That
Lovin' Feeling." The Firm's version is a departure from the original because of the presence
of female backup singers and the sweet murmur of Page. "Money Can't Buy" is not surprisingly the most Bad Company-like song of
the album in its story telling way as it was written by Rodgers.
"Satisfaction Guaranteed" has a throbbing
bass line courtesy of Tony Franklin and the
eastern exoticism Page has become so well
known for. "Midnight Moonlight" is a
transcendant piece that's cover staggering
amount of musical territory. This is the kind
of song you can listen to repeatedly before you
begin to gel an inkliong of all its diverse and
subtle nuances. There's the introspective beauty
of Page's classically influenced acoustic guitar
solo, which segues into the other-wordly majesty of his powerchording. Rodgers turns in
his best vocal moment on the album, as his
female backup singers spur him on to new
heights.

It takes quite a musical aggregation to pull
off something like MidnightMoonlightwithout
it sounding like a musical quilt work. The Firm
is such a band. For once all the advance expectations live up to a product that appears on
vinyl, that more than lives up to the reputation
of its band members. The future bodes bright
for The Firm. It will be interesting to see how
they follow up this bright beginning.

LI
Former Trouser Press Publisher Ira Robins
has come up with a good idea. Take tapes from

bands all over the country, select the best of
them, and for a fee place them on a compilation album that's distributed to college radio
stations, newspapers and the commercialradio
stations all over the country. If any of you out
there has any tapes or you know of a band that
have a tape contact me c/o The Heights. If
you'd like to hear what any of these bands actually sound like request the songs on WZBC.

Now on with the show.
The Primitons lay down a whip-cracking beat
for "You'll Never Know,"a kind of 80's version of"The Eve of Destruction" vision of
apocalyptic gloom. The interplay between
guitar and bass highlights and enhances the
gravity of the situation contained in the lyrics.
The Statics are abunch of cocky New York
rockers who's gritty "Transister Radio" recalls
the sturm-un-drang of the early Ramones. Picture an earthbound Gary Numan with lungs,
and you'll have an idea of what Bryan
Braussard of Echo sounds like. "Mannequin
Man" has a haunting, stripped-down quality
that sets just the right atmosphere for
Braussards supple voice.
Bed Full of Metaphysics check in with "The
Wish I Had Gone To Vietnam Blues." Despite
l their catch name, BFoM comes up with a winner in this modern sounding blues/jazz tune
that makes its point without reverting to cheap
rhetoric. Springing from that hotbed of
ska/reggae that is Bloomington II come The
Upton Rulers with "Sneakin' Out." This is a
fun, organ-driven ska tune featuring a singer
so sure of his vocal abitlity (and deservedlyso)
that he feels no need to pretend he's Jamaican.
Definitely a first.
The winners of the 1984 Rock and Roll Rumble, The Schemers, offer up a melodic, stumalong 60'sish pop tune with "ValleyOf Love."
Singer Mark Cutler sounds like a Tom Petty
fan and the Byrds-like melody provides a solid
hook. "Cave God Chant" by the Twenty-two
Cave Gods is not your average rock song.
Disembodied vocals that alternatley scream and
chant, come out of nowhere to combine with
bassist Dennis Greenleaf's funky beat. The
B-52-s meet the Flinstones.
P.S.: "House with no Windows." According
to the band this song is "based on" The Who
classic "Pictures of Lily." Ha! Only the lyrics
were changed to protect the not-so-innocent.

This song is a virtual rip-pff from the hesistation rhythms to the echoed vocals of the

alienation at the same time?which is precisely what Mr. Smith and company plan on.
original.
Melodies are a rare entity on this record
Remember all you struggling rockers out
which is why the songs tend to run together
there, there's hope. You too can make it to
after a while. It's nice to be untrendy, but The
vinyl!
Fall's iconoclasm borders on the pretentious.
The self-important "pronouncements" of
The Wonderful and Frightening World of Smith in Lay of the Land exemplify this. The
The Fall. The Fall.
listener is wont to feel they've stumbled upon
a voodoo seance in this frantically paced punkEnter this world at your own risk, for the abilly song.
lead singer Mark E. Smith's songs are full of
The hokiness of the shopping mall sounding
disturbing images that he chants/sings over a
keyboards puts you off at first but
cacophonous soundtrack of disturbed visions.
"C.R.E.E.P." is actually the most melodic
The Fall's music combines the murkiness of song on the album. "Big Day" is a riveting slice
psychedelia, the taut stop/start rhythms of of free associations of?yes, you guessed it
punk, and the rubbery rhythms of rockabilly.
insect images. Part of the problem with this
The Fall have retained punk's original anger record, I suspect, is that Smith's uncompromisand brutal honesty. Whether this reveals a lack ing singing style loses something in the translaof growth or originality is subect to debate. tion to vinyl. His lyrics demand that a face be
Whatever can be said about The Fall trendiness matched to them. Although this record procan not be one of them. When many of their bably won't make much of a dent in the
fellow English rockers rely on clothes or politics stateside charts, it's important to have bands
to gain attention, The Firm is content to go in
like The Fall around because they continually
its own direction musically. The band plays take on the task of challenging our everyday
with a posessed passion that grabs right for the notions and changing our vision of them in the
listener's psyche. This quality is compelling and process.
?

The Fall.
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BDebutante
urlyS
by Lauren Leja

Had a rendezvous with the infamous Ginsuwielding woman from New Jersey last night.
Soraya was in Boston visiting her sister Noel,
at Curry College. We met at Newbury Street.
Soraya, despite her dangerous appearance, was
a regular, goofy teenager, struggling through
the traumatic tunnel of teendom. Though she
had gobs of black eyeliner, studded leather
jacket, and menacing weapons of death dangling from her ears, Soraya's disposition was that
of Marcia Brady. She snapped gum, burped,
and had to go to the bathroom every five

minutes.
We chatted about the future of our beings.
Soraya confided that she wanted to be a Viking when she grew up. When her Mummy told
her that only Norwegians could be Vikings,
Soraya asked if they could move. Because there
were no Jewish people in Norway, a change in
location was out of the question. But she still
loves those damn hats with horns, funny metal
bras made from mixing bowls, and reads
"Hagar the Horrible" every day. Ah, youth.
Her sister Noel Fatima was amazing. Amazingly bogus. I spent a total of nine hours with
the queen of princesses. "I'm noit, like into,
like the material aspect of, like, life. But if I
want a Chanel, like suit, for $500, then I'll like
buy it. But I hate the monetary system. But actually, if I was like, alive thousands of years
ago, I would have probably been the one to invent it. Relly. We all live in the same world,
and it's great, so why should I do anything to
try, like, to change it? I like wealthy people,
because they can buy my abstract paintings and
support

Mr. Y this afternoon, on the intricacies and etiquette of the Combat Zone. The darker, scandalous side of life has always interested me for
some odd reason. Mr. X confided the erotic
misadventures of himself and his friend "Ed".
The two dressed up, and sauntered into the
Naked Eye Entertainment Lounge. Nattily
dressed, they were mistaken for savage pimps
and were consequently undisturbed. Beyond the
bar area, women danced with erotic and exotic
adornment: sequins, feathers, small mammals,
and reptiles. Hostesses of assorted sizes and
races mingle with the guests. The sullen and
wrinkled hostesses plop down next to customers
and politely inquire, "Buy me a drink?" Soon
the sleazy patrons learn that these minute
glasses of soda water cost $7.50. On a $2 per
drink commission, the more loquacious, or at
least more aggressive hostesses can bring home
mega tax-free dollars. Fortunately, many of the
women do not speak English, and just stare
mutely at their patrons, such as the delightful
Mr. X. This degrading form of employment is

one alternative to Reagan's financial aid cuts,
in supplementing tuition costs.
Feeling obligated to rag on Boston College
for the last time this semester, I've dredged my
murky memory for campus scandal. The infamous McElroy fence incident is a gem indeed.

Jesuit and religious institution, if it alllows such
incidents to happen? Carol appealed to both
Jesuits and administrative persons, in order to
rectify her position, yet nothing was changed.
Unfortunately, BC is attempting to be the
Utopia of the East Coast. By trying to be
The workmen hired to sandblast and then reeverything to everyone, our college is forfeiting
paint the metal fence surrounding McElroy its integrity as well as the essence of the school.
Commons never seemed to do any tangible BC is letting all the Flutie-propaganda, as well
work. Every time I passed by, they happily ate as national recognition, go to its head. Renovadonuts, sat around casually, and commented tion, not necessarily expansion, should be the
on aquiline co-eds. At least everytime I saw goal of the current administration. The ugly
them they were loafing. Maybe they were part 0"Neill Library (a.k.a. Tip House) is a prime
human and part raccoon, and only came out example of the inefficiencies that accompany
at night. I do recall that they were paid tens
overextended growth.
of thousands of dollars to do this job. That's
an awful lot of donut money. Even Mama Cass Unsuspecting undergrad: "How do I
find the
couldn't eat that many.
books I need for my paper?"
My RA Carol Cinney was unjustly treated
by the Housing Office. Her altruistic trip to Loquacious librarian: "Why, you utilize our
Haiti was rewarded with monetary penalties as modern, completely computerized and efficient
well as much anguish, and her eventual resignaGEAC system."
tion. Does BC have the right to call itself a
Unsuspecting undergrad: "The screen is
flashing.' Now what do I do?"

Loquacious Librarian (cheerfully):
system is down."

"The

Slightly disgruntled student: "Then can I use
the card catalogue?"

Bemused Bookster: "Thecard cataloguesystem
is obsolete. It has been destroyed. Perhaps you
can go to Boston Public Library. Have a plea-

sant day. Next please. "

As with the traditional academy and Pulitzer
Prize Award ceremonies, I want to bid a fond
farewell to all the refrigerator magnets of the
universe, which have adhered me to household
appliances everywhere. Also a tip of the cap
to fellow columnist Midge/Jim and wish him

me."

Walking past a local Newbury Street hipster
hair salon, a curly-topped homosexual stylist,
shrieked and grabbed my scalp. "It's fabulous,
fabulous, simply fabulous! Who does it?" I admitted I was personally responsible for my follicle failure. "Don't move! Don't change a thing!
You are a Picasso of hair! I must show my

much luck in his escape from the carnivorous

couch, and the tenacious tabby. Partner in tea,
Meg, will be sorely missed in my Lantern expeditions. Adieu to the miscellaneous hipsters
of the sacred Stylus staff. Also to the zany gal

brother!"
As if on cue, his benevolent twin scampered
out of the shop. "I saw this same style in Italy. I love the cascades!" He joined in the cranial
massage. This could only happen to me. Am
I blessed or cursed?
I had an intruiging discussion with Mr. X and

with the spectacles: have a lovely, chortling,
and leaping summer with your clean-shaven
cohort. Best of luck to my RA and chum, the
cute Carol. A merry summer to all, and to all
a boisterous time.

As Expected: U2 Lights a Fire In Centrum
by George Gilboy
Tuesdaynight's U2 concert at the Worcester
Centrum was anything but smooth and well
produced. The opening act, Lone Justice, a
band from Los Angeles, was absolutely not the
correct choice to warm up a U2 crowd. Worse,
there was a thirty-five minute wait between the
time that Lone Justice left the stage and the
boys from Eire ascended it, a period during
which the crowd grew restless and dispersed.
Then, nearly worst of all, the right side of a
huge platform suspended from the Centrum
ceiling high above the crowd and loaded with
hundreds of pounds of lighting equipment, as
well as crew members, suddenly dropped fifteen feet and threatened to crash onto the fans
crowded in front of the stage.
Of course, neither these nor any other minor
disasters could have stopped U2 from putting
on a superb rock 'n roll show.
The evening began inauspiciously enough,

with Lone Justice missing the mark with their
rockabilly originals. They did stir the crowd
when they launched into a cover of Lou Reed's
"Sweet Jane", but never connected after that.
Lone Justice isn't a bad band, they were simply performing for the wrong crowd.
Following an extended intermission, U2 took
the stage and led off with "Eleven o'clock Tick
Tock," their first-ever hit. Next came "I Will
Follow" and the show was heating up.
However, halfway through "Seconds," the
equipment platform suffered an electrical problem and one side dropped towards the crowd.
It hung there for two or three minutes before
Bono, U2's lead singer, came to the mike and
calmly directed an evacuation of the fans in
danger. After another twenty-minute wait, U2
returned, more determined than ever to put on
a quality show.
The band then launched into their set taken
from their latest album Unforgettable Fire,

beginning with "Wire." Bono put on his tober," and his guitar solos were excellent in
their angular, reverberating fashion. Bassist
customary emotional show, and was perhaps
even more political than usual. When passed Adam Clayton and drummer Larry Mullen Jr.
an Irish flag from the crowd, he hung it from performed with equal talent and charisma.
a mike stand, then covered it with a white flag,
U2's first encore was a Bob Dylan song,
symbolizing peace. He dedicated "Pride" (a
"Knocking on Heaven's Door," and consistent
song that chronicles the assassination of Martin Luther King Jr.) to "those who fight the with the band's close relationship with their
racist government of South Africa" and to a fans, Bono pulled a young man from the crowd
number of rock stars who suffered untimely and allowed him to play guitar. The band closdeaths, including John Lennon, Jimi Hendnx ed their second encore with "40," leaving one
and Brian Jones. The band also played "Bad," by one as the crowd took over the chorus. At
a moving tribute to a friend addicted to heroin. that point, no one particularly remembered the
shaky beginning of the show, and most fans
Edge, the lead guitar player, was eerily ef- could still be heard singing "40's" plea for
peace as they left the Centrum.
fective when he. switched to piano for "Oc-

Toward One Two AM
by Bob Adams

7"ou\e got eyes that shine like the mid-

-*-

night sun," he said as he walked with
Claire down Commonwealth toward

the Circle one two .am.
"No, that's not mine?that's some singer's
line. I swear I'm full of cornball hash. Spam.
I'm sorry. I ramble and try to be prosaic, but
it's just to please you. Do you see those red
covered candles in the Newton Cemetery? Do
you think the dead really care someone's keeping vigil? I don't know. But you have to let the
past die.

"They have this cemetery back home that has
these back roads 1 used to run on. It's real quiet
and there's lots of thick trees. Half of the old
stones are turned over and your feminist friend,
Susan 8., is buried back there. I could stand
a plot in that part of the cemetery, facing up,
watching the squirrels dance in the trees.
"You're so quiet. I don't know what you're
ever thinking. Sometimes I just know how you
feel, but it's hard to know where I stand. Where
I stand. Why do I have to know where I stand?
I don't want to get analyticalabout a relationship. But there shouldn't be a point spread on
where it will go next. Know what I mean?
"It's too easy for me to put too much stake

in a relationship. Too easy to make it mean
everything when we don't really even know
each other?totally. But some nights I just lie
in bed and kind of hug a pillow and wonder.
God, I sound like a sophomorecollegegirl who
stares at Impressionist prints on her dormroom

wall.
"That was a crack, I'm sorry.
"Sometimes I feel like Franny. You know,
that girl in the Salinger story who misses her
dead bananafish brother Seymour and says The
Four Great Vows on the coach as she
recuperates. Getting downright maudlin.
"Are you cold? Look at the Madonna in St.
John's Seminary. She just stares out at Comm.
Aye., opening her arms to the penitent. You
know somebody once put a Bud can in the
hands of Mary by Bapst? Sick puppy. She
should hold a rose. Waxing theological.
"I swear sometimes I just don't know.
You're shivering a little. It is kind of sweating
rain outside. You know there was this fountain outside the apartment building I lived in
this summer. There was a coterie of cupids pissing water and the streams seemed to lessen as
the summer went on. Like some kind of Great
Countdown. I think I went down with it.
"I'm so full of it."

U2's The Unforgettable Fire
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Boston

Philharmonic
ToGiveOpen
Rehearsal
BC
at

First Symphony
Visit in 27 Years
by S. P. Borstel
Not since the opening of Roberts Center has
a symphony orchestra performed at Boston
College. I said not since the opening of Roberts
Center has a symphony orchestra performed at
Boston College.
Thanks to BC's Musical Guild, these long
years of barbarous silence will soon come to
an end. A week from tonight, Monday, April

I

29, the Boston Philharmonic Orchestra will
hold an open rehearsal in the Theatre Arts
Centre.
The Philharmonic under the baton of Benjamin Zander has a reputation for innovative
and energetic interpretation and performance.

'ft *s sp J

A Philharmonic concert is always met with
critical praise and general hubbub within the
musical community. Consistently sold out
shows attest to the public's devotion to this
volunteer orchestra.
An open rehearsal offers the unique opportunity to see firsthand how the various parts
of a musical composition are assembled and interpreted by a conductor and his orchestra.
One can also discover what that seemingly
wild and arcane dance of the conductor is all
about.
During the rehearsal, the Philharmonic will
put the final polish on Schubert's Grand C
Symphony and Bach's Cantata No. 82 "Ich
habe genug" (/ have enough). Conductor
Zander promises a big surprise for those
familiar with the Schubert Symphony.

Zander assures us that those who attend will

?

?

be rewarded with an evening of entertaining
education. Mr. Zander has all the flair and
charisma that one would hope for in a conductor. Even those who are unfamiliar with the
music or the workings of an orchestra will be
unable to resist the contagious (musical) passion of these performers.
This unique visit by this prestigious orchestra
is the result of much hard work from th(
Musical Guild at BC. Although the organization is only a year old it has already done much
to enrich the cultural life of BC.

-The Musical Guild
\u25a0
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Professionals Desecrate Marathon Tradition

Editor's Note: The opinions expressed by Heights columnists do not
necessarily reflect the view of the
Editorial Board.
by Jim Van Anglen
Most mornings I love to read the
during the

sports page?except

Boston Marathon season.
Almost any sports fan or writer

If you believe that most of these
fitted for snakeskin cowboy boots
and a big white hat with a artificial runners are struggling to get by
feather hanging'but of it.
economically, then you'd probably
The facts are quite simple. No matbuy stock in an off-shore drilling
ter how runners like Bill Rodgers,
company in Dayton, Ohio.
Alberto Salazar, and Joan Benoit cry
Another scare tactic used Jay the
about their financial straits, the backers of a professional marathon
Boston Marathon can never be in Boston are claims that the level of
diminished by the absence of these competition will deteriorate and no
precious world records will be
athletes.
all,
dwindling
First of
crowds broken.
Well, if they happened to watch
along the race route are not, as these
world class runners claim, solely the the 1985 amateur Boston Marathon,
result of inadequate talent. The fact they'd quickly realize how much this
is that the running boom of the late city needs them. England's Geoff
1970's and early 1980's has peaked
and is on a downward tract. Road
races across the country are reporting
fewer numbers of entrants and
spectators?especially in marathons.
Supporters of professionalism in
the Boston Marathon claim that running is their full-time job and,
therefore, they should be compensated accordingly. Yet, most of these
athletes participate in several
marathons, such as New York and
Chicago, per year that offer both appearance and prize money. Unless
stopped by an injury or other unfortunate incidents, the runners who are
going to make financial gains in \u25a0 *coupon valid
Boston most likely will receive
Thursday & Friday
substantial money in several other
races. This is not to mention the fact
evenings only
that a high percentage of these world
class athletes are under contract with
Offer good April 22-May 13, 1985
shoe manufacturers.

will tell you that professional sports
seasons are too long?that the games
don't mean much until the playoffs.
The same can be said of April irr
Boston. For three solid weeks,
readers are bombarded with soliloqies on the hallowed tradition of the
Boston Marathon, the evil empire
known as the Boston AthleticAssociation (BAA), and greedy runners staying away from Heartbreak
Hill because they don't receive prize

Heights' journalists and friends,
whose final articles appear in today's
edition. Yin Sylvia, Ccci Connolly,
and my roommate Mike Corcoran
are leaving us to move on to other opportunities. Somehow they made The
Heights more bearable and enjoyable. All three taught me a great
deal about journalism and ethics, yet,
that's really not the most important
thing. There are people behind the
bylines you see in this paper. And I
have an indescribable respect for all
three of these people.

n
A special thank you to three

\

|

An amateur marathoner

Smith was approximatelyone minute
under world record pace at the 19
mile marker until leg cramps from
the excessive heat slowed his pace.
The Boston Marathon is a bluecollar marathon. It doesn't need
commercialism to violate its sacred
tradition.
Rodgers. Salazar. Benoit. Let
anyone who wants to run for money
run somewhere else.
We don't need or want them.

hair

Thanks Yin. Ccci, and Mike.

great
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money.

While the Marathon is the spring
sporting event in New England, constant complaints about the BAA and
the ominous clouds of professionalism really start to bother me.
Somehow, in the case of Boston, 1
can't quite see the connection between prize money and a better
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Marathon.

Now, I've been known to be a
sports traditionalist at times?maybe
too pure and naive in some instances.
1 like physical hockey, not the finesse
game brought to the USA by the
Soviet Union; Pete Rose's attempt to

SL

willllllllliB

>

break Ty Cobb's all-time base hit
record on longevity and not talent
makes me cringe (not to mention his
cocky attitude?he's actually considering passing Cobb using one of
the Georgia Peach's bats); and I'm
glad that an amateur, Jim Craig,
played goalie for the 1980 US Olym-
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pic Hockey Team and not someone

like Pete Peeters.
And I can't stand supposed
superstars like Dave Winfield (seven
million dollars for a .284 lifetime hitter? Come on. What do you think
Ted Williams would deserve if he
played today), who violate every
traditional facet of America's
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Yet, at times, 1 find myself balking, wondering if I am too extreme.
Maybe the sports version of a
southern redneck or something.
But in the case of professionalism
and the Boston Marathon, wimpering, spoiled, supposedly world class
(emphasis on the class) runners make
me realize that I'm not ready to be
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Mcontinued from page 14
assorted Boston College goods since
Flutie won the Heisman Trophy last
year.

Asked about the sales of BCrelated items at Filenes, Spokesman
Claire Goldman pointed to a promotion the store held in January with the
BC band, head football coach Jack
Bicknell and members of thefootball
team.

Goldman would not say how many
BC items they sold. Durkin said their
promotion was given credibility by
the presence of the football team but

that it still was not "an authorized
sale."
Durkin added such promotions
were probably good publicity for the
University but that "it is coming to
the point when we are going to have
to go after people selling BC goods."
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Who saysfour

you can't take it with you ?
But this is a way that American
After
years of college, you' ve
Express can show that we believe in
got a lot of things. And one more could
your future. And as you graduate and go
be the American Express" Card.
up the ladder, we'd like to come along.
Because if you're a senior and
The Card is great for business. It
you've accepted a $10,000 careercan help you begin to establish your
oriented job, you could get the
credit history. And, in a little less serious
American Express Card.
vein, the Card can be a lot of fun. Use it
That's it. No strings. No gimmicks.
for vacations, for a night on the town, or
(And even if you don't have a job
just a little shopping,
right now, don't worry. This
So call f-800-528-4800 and
offer is still good for 12 months |
ask to have a Special Student
|
after you graduate.)
>.
Application sent to you. Or look
j
.:\u25a0.
If it sounds like the Card I rm mfy<- \u25a0* I for one on campus,
is a little easier for seniors to
j The American Express Card.
|3
\gf *
fr Don't leave
get right now, you're right.
»*5/"school without it=M

f

Ij

I
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Looking Ahead to '88 Presidential Candidates
But I know, I know, he's not a
great mangier of history, or very
Is it too early to start speculating good looking, or Protestant; he just
doesn't have those essential attributes
on the line-up of presidential canof
presidents. Well, he is male, I supdidates for '88? Or should I say too
pose
that counts. The worst part
I
Every
my
late?
time mention
perthough,
is that he has that one key
my
choice,
mentor,
those
skepsonal
There, I said
tical uppity friends of mine sniff with flaw, he's.
it.
an air of sophisticated cynicism and
As a matter of fact, it's worse than
say it could never be.
by

Susan Parker

Like To Talk?

- Get Paid For ht

Telephone interviewing in a new
Brighton facility on the Green line.

and not exactly attractive. But Mario
Cuomo did capture the hearts and
minds of Democratic hangers-on in
July's keynote adress to the National
Convention.
Being a Democrat isn't so bad
though. Sometimes it doesn't have
anything to do with a campaign's
success. Gee, maybe that could be re-
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WASHINGTON INTERNSHIP
AND POLITY
ON COMMUNITY
..r

.
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,
First-hand experience working with issues of
ii

?

..i

/

"Full academic credit through courses and
full-time work in non-profit agencies or special
interest groups.
'Professional training in advocacy, legislative
and political processes and lobbying.

\u25a0

brochure, send in the coupon below or
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name

address

city/town

Stonehill

A Total Learning Environment
Evening Division Summer Sessions Office
North Easton, Massachusetts 02357
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Let It blaze! For we
have done with this
" education" I » "
Virginia Woolf,

°,
'
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zip

state

phone

xcV

the nightingales and incarnadine the willows.
And let the daughters of
educated men dance round
the fire and heap armful
upon armful of dead leaves
upon the flames.
And let
n ron
.nd

rUt

I'm interested in teaming-up with Stonehill's Evening Division thisSummer.

?.

to the old hypocrisies.
Let the light of the
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Inquiries to: The Washington Internship on
Community and Polity, 745 Comm. Aye.,
Room 615, Boston, MA 02215, 617/353-4428.

" Take this guinea and
with it burn the college

n

j||i

continues for four weeks. Registration
is now in progress. Sign up early by

and undergraduate students.

}\

it's time for

There are two summer sessions. The
first begins on May 20 and runs for six

'Placements available in a variety of organizations for serious, career oriented graduate

.

case, now that

.^s^s^W

.

pluralistic democracy, minority voice in government, & rights of religious and ethnic groups in
Washington DC

N

any

Instead of sitting on the bench this summer, take your place
in one of our classrooms. Team up with an excellent faculty, and
some pretty competitive classmates.
You can choose from a wide range ofcourses. Basic Programming,
Retailing, Public Speaking, Elementary French, Sociology and more.
And, as a member of the Stonehill learning team, you have the
benefit of our total learning environment. A great library,
laboratories, a computer center, bookstore and college

?
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In

THIS SUMMER
TEAM UP
WITH US

Starting salary $4 per hour
Three shifts - mornings, afternoons,
evenings - including weekdays and
weekends. We will train. Call
782-2433
?
n
\u25a0p*
4*
i»
UeClSlOn IxeSearCn
Equal Opportunity Employer
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swansongs and for long-held personal beliefs to come to the surface,
I'll ignore the cynics and offer my endorsement early, (before the pollsters
break down my door for it).

dale would never win, not because
he's a Democrat, but because he's a
wimp. A wimp, 1 asked, Fritz is kind
of laid-back, but is that all the election comes down to? A wimp? I can
hear my cynical friends now when
Cuomo makes it to New Hampshire;
"Cuomo's a homo" they'll say.

'

No Sales Involved
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phrased. My friends said that Mon-

that; he's Roman Catholic, Italian,
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HUNTERS WATCH FOR CAMPUS
FLIERS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS IN

Seniors Raise Over $500
at Benefit for Ethiopia

29
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Last Saturday from 1-6 pm the "Theatre District Block Party" raised over $500 for
the Catholic Relief fund for Ethiopia, according to senior Kevin Barry. The "Theatre District
Block Party Committee," otherwise known as the residents of Modular Apartments 20A,
25A&B, and 26A&B, got together a few weeks ago and began planning the barbeque.
Charging five dollars a ticket, the seniors invited their classmates for beer, soda, and
a BBQ. Music was supplied by a DJ, Rex Roldan and Hugh O'Donovan, who formed
their own two-member band.
Barry explained that the group received permission from the Housing Department and
erected a fence to contain the party. Two policemen were hired and guests' hands were
stamped upon entering. The barbeque was fairly orderly and "Everyone had a great time,"
commented Barry.

NOTICE: DINING SERVICE REFUNDS SPRING 1985

Phot
by

P.J.

Brady

Student on the Mandatory Point Plan are eligible to receive a refund for any 'unused'
books remaining in their Point Plan file. At the close of this semester, Dining Services will credit the food value of 42 percent to your student account.
A Student May Use One of Two Ways to Use Credit:
1) Leave credit on Student Account which will automatically be applied to your
Fall '85 tuition. 2) Apply for a refund check by filling out a refund mailing form
in the Point Office-McElroy 301, April 29-May 9, 1985. Mon-Fri 11:00-1:30 and
4:30-6:00.
Note: If your student account has or will incur and 'other' charges, your food refund will be-reduced accordingly.
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BYE BYE, BC
Come on in and get
$5 off regular price of
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solid black, white & pink
white with brights
white with pastels
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IT'S NEW

Harvard Book Stores
1256 Mass. Aye., Cambridge (Harvard Square)
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PHONE: 969-0111

"

/T'S HERE

1191 CENTRE ST.
NEWTON CENTRE

For Used

Paperbacks
And Used
Textbooks

b*J

- CONVENIENT PARKING -

SPECIAL WINE SALE:

LIQUOR SPECIALS:

$5.99
* Pouilly-Fuisse
Puligny-Montrachet $4.99

Irish Cream $12.99 7.5 Itr.
*\u2605 Bailey's
Gilbert's Vodka $7.99 1.75 Itr

*
*

Meursault $4.99
Beaujolais Villages $4.99
Cotes Dv Rhone $3.99
'82 Bordeaux $2.50-$4.99
2 For $5,00 Spring Wine Sale

SUITCASES

\u2605

Kahlua $9.99 750 ml.
Barcardi Rum $11.99 Itr
Dewar's Scotch $18.99 1.75 Itr
Absolut Vodka $11.99 1.0 Itr.
Crown Royal $15.99 10 Itr.

BEER BLAST SPECIALS:
Becks $14.99 plus dep.

Lite $9.99 plus dep.
Busch $8.79 plus dep.
Heineken $14.99 plus dep.
dep.
Schlitz $8.99 plus
Kegs Available-Discount
Stroh's $9.99 plus dep.
Old Milwaukee $7.99 plus dep.
\u2605 Coors Suitcase $11 70

*
*
*FULL SELECTION Of WINES AT SUPERIQW PRICK g
PLEASE: Mass. Driver's License or Liquor ID Only

I
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EventA
asd nnouncements
MONDAY
Carmen, a film by Carlos Savra will
be presented at Murray Conference
RM, Tuesday, April 23 at 7:00 pm.
Admission - $2.00. Sponsoredby La
Union Latina

TUESDAY

Thinness" with Dr. Sharlene HesseBiber and a guest speaker from
Anorexia Nervosa Aid Society in
Cushing 239, April 23 and 24 at 7pm.
Jane's First Love, BC Radio
Theater's live soap opera, 5:30 pm on
WZBC 90.3 FM. Summer theater
positions open. Call 232-5546
evenings.
WEDNESDAY

Workshops on Eating Habits on
"Women and Men and the Cult of

ilHfMlllllt»inilfHIIH(IIIMIHHIfNnmimffMi«M«ff<n'l«*IMIM)M»Mlj
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formed in the A&S honors library.

Spanish show on Thursdays from 5-6
Donations $1 - available at the door. on WZBC 90.3 FM.

FRIDAY

The Musical Guild of Boston College

in association with the Academic
Vice-President Fr. Fahey, is sponsorTHURSDAY
Overeaters Anonymous meetings ing a concert, April 29 at 7:30 by the
Fridays 5:30-6:30 in McGuinn 118 Boston Philharmonic, Conducted by
Benjamin Zander. Tickets $4-$2 at
McElroy ticket booth and at the
The Musical Guild of Boston College
ANNOUNCEMENTS
and A&S Dean Neenan is presenting
door.
faculty and students in an evening
with "Musicians Among Us." Hora Lalina To all members of La The Blood Mobile will be in Gasson
Classical and Jazz pieces will be perUnion Latina - Please listen to the 100 April 22-26. Sign up this week in
McElroy
Lyons
and
for
appointments.

NURSING STUDENT/STUDENTS

Staying in Boston this summer?
Volunteer at New England Medical
Center in career-related assignments.
Downtown location. Call Volunteer
Office, 956-5544, for information
and appointment.

Spend your summer earning good
j money while doing rewarding work.
Daniels'Bakery
Decorated Cakes A Specialty
VNA, Inc. needs Home Health Aids
and Home Makers
Street j
p395
Q
Salary to $5.20 per hr.
Q o Aft o
tOH " / -*I O
{
~ J^-Oboj
Mass. 0213.
*.,}
Call Pat Millette
rt m

l~\

I
t

Delicious Cookies

BC Philosophy Caucus presents:
"Women: Four Philosopher's
Views" - a lecture-discussion with
Patricia Bowen, Ph.D. McGuinn 3rd
Floor Lounge. All welcome!!

A

1

?7 ?7
I

Computer Instructors. Compular is
seeking talented students with
microcomputer backgrounds to teach
children throughout the northeast.
Gain valuable experience while getting paid in the educational computing field. Using Apple He computers exclusively and proven cur-

.

Washington

Brighton

Centre.

?

Looking for a place
to live?

Program in
Archaeology
June - July, 1985

All-Bright Realty

riculum, counselors will instruct
students ranging in age from 9-15.
Basic, Logo, wordprocessing,
graphics and software applications
are among the topics covered. Call
(617) 757-6619.

has the largest selection of apartments
available to BC students. Off-campus
apartments are currently the living source
for most upperclassmen and virtually all
grad students. Our selection varies from
modest apartments at prices below BC
housing to luxury residences and con-

Join a study-tour of Israel, including archaeological work
and a tour of Rome.

May-August, especially July will be the
prime times to rent September apartments. A wide selection of June apartments is currently available.

For Information:
Prof. David Neiman
Carney 414
552-3884 or 332-7981

dominiums, for the more discriminating.

Bring this ad
for $50 off
placement fee!

(expires August 31, 1985)

,,

ir

-

124/ Lommonwealth Ave.

Allston, MA 02134
783-9151

Why take everything home with you

...

On sale this week in the McElroy
Ticket Booth Theater Vouchers for
The King of Hearts Boston College
Theater, April 25, 26 & 27) and
movie passes for Showcase and
General Cinemas.

-

Boston College Dept. of Physics Colloquium "Preferred Reference
Frames." Prof. Geza Szamosi, Univ.
of Windsor Higgins 262 - May 1, 4:15
- Coffee at 3:45, Higgins 354.
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SUMMER?

;i

- ii

WHY NOT jj
ii CALL SUE OR ii
ii LISA FOR THE ii
SUBLET
jiEXPERIENCE OF!
i; A LIFE TIME??? j
\ You 're just a quick phone

...when you can leave it here?
With over 1500rooms to choose from, Metropolitan can provide
you a room to keep your books, stereos and bicycles--even cars?
for the summer or any period of time.
We are an agent of NORTH AMERICAN VAN LINES and can
assist in your relocation to any part of the world.
So do yourself a favor and call Metropolitan at 547-8180, or stop
by at 134 Mass. Avenue in Cambridge, right across from MIT.

c7VIetropditan c7VIoving and Storage
i34 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge

.

,

call a wayfrom a beautiful
two-bedroom apartment
(ideal for three to four
people); fully furnished,
all new kitchen, inbuilding laundry, and
much, much more! So
why not live in a beautiful
apartment for three

months (late May to

August 31) while you
i work at your summer job
or begin your new
career!!!

Just call Sue
or Lisa at
) 787 5512 NOW
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ClassifiedsClassifiedsClassifiedsClassifiedsClassifieds
I

Summer Sitter for twin boys, age 2,
20-25 hours/wk. Start in May (when
semester ends). Flexible hours, good
BC Student for lOhrs housekeeping pay, call Mrs. Howlett 969-9057.
per week. 10 minutes from BC. $5
per hour. Hours at student's conve- Free room and board! in Lex. Ctr.
nience. Starting on or before May 9. in exchange for appox. 20 hours
weekly. Childcare and light
566-5818. 7-10 pm

HELP WANTED

Politics, Sun and Fun Pays $200 S275/wk plus benefits. Jobs in
Boston, Cape Cod and Northampton
working on voter registration, toxic
waste and consumer issues.
Massachusetts Fair Share, the largest
statewide citizens organization is
looking for articulate, outgoing people for its community outreach and
fundraising staff. Summer and per-

housework. Private quarters. Hours
and responsibilities negotiable. 2
minutes from public transporation.
Start Sept. Peggy or Peter 861-7637.

1971 BMW (1600) Very good

mechanical condition, excellent condition, immaculate interior, new
paint, no rust $2,700 - Ask for Mike.
547-3114 8pm-lam weekdays.
Need a dishwasherfor your mod next
year? Call 964-4361.

APARTMENTS/ROOMMATES

Apartments for Rent. Sunny studio
$335, large 1 bed $450, charming 2
bed $650, 3 bed modern kitchen
$700, 4 and 5 beds also. Apartments
available now - 9/1. Equal Housing
Opportunity. Wilk and Welch Assoc.
739-2900.

SERVICES

Need Papers Typed? Call Rochelle at
396-4080. These, dissertations,
resumes, letters. Proofreading/
manent positions. Training provided, editing included. Low cost/high,
college credit available. Call 266-7505 quality. Call today!
Great Opportunity! for graduate stuor 266-6037 between 9am and 1pm.
dent, male. Room/Board and Salary
In the midst of end of the year for childcare (terrific 8 year-old boy)
Equal Opportunity Employer.
hysteria have you considered the plus light chores. Schedule flexible Summer is Coming - Room and Dorm Damage Bill? Pretty scary
own bedroom, share bath board plus stipend for childcare and huh? For minor and major
washer/dryer. Own transportation
light housekeeping. Two children sheetrock, taping, and painting available ; Aug '85 - academic year
ages 7 and 12 in day camp during the repairs call Bill at 964-2782. The
Call 566-4763.
day. Located near Newton Highlands cheaper and less embarrassing
MBTA. If interested call 964-8414 alternative!
Exchange room and board for
evenings.
babysitting. Weekday evenings only.
Newton Centre home. Starting SumWork out West Selecting BC students
mer or Fall. Call 332-2641.
FOR SALE
for sales, business and marketing
Sublet: Tired of looking at dumps?
program. $337/wk. For info call:
Two female roommates needed.
877-1540. Write: Summer Work '85
PO Box 1651, Framingham, MA 1978 Chevy Monza, 4 cylinder, Gorgeous, vary spacious 4 bedroom
01701
automatic FM stereo with cassette, apt. available for summer. 15 minute
Under 62,000 miles. Great shape and walk to BC. 254-2917.
Government Jobs. $15,000 - ready for the summer. $2700, Karen,
Summer Room and Board for girl
$50,000/yr possible. All occupations.
552-8462.
How to find. Call 805-687-6000 Ext.
near BC in exchange for appox. 10
R-4593.
1981 Subaru Coupe, 45,000 miles. hrs/week of evening babysitting,
dog sitting. Days free! Call
Silver, Sunroof, AM/FM Cassette. house and
Bahamas in August! Sales Reps Excellent condition. $4900.
969-2499.
Call
wanted. High Pay, Great Fun,
964-1829 or 365-6981.
1 bed, eat in kit, Comm. Ave. near
August Off! Call 498-5692
BC parking. Available, June 1. $450
For Sale: MacDonald XJL stereo
Help! BC Prof needsreliable daytime system with AM/FM
utilities. Call Anne 732-6560 wk.
stereo, cassette with
childcare beginning September 1, player, 8-track,
hm.
527-0387
turntable and two
1985. Tuesday, Thursday especially. speakers. Perfect for young teanager
Terrific kids. 2 blocks from McElroy. or college dormitory. Call Marci at
Call even if you have only 8-10 964-0941. Best Offer.
Summer Sublet! Females needed foi
hrs./wk. - We'll arrange schedule.
May-August Cleveland Circle area.
7.77-6422..
Access to all T-lines. Roomy, sunny
and clean. Call Lisa at 734-8741.
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2 for $5

WINE SALE
Volga Vodka
59.2-48°
$6.99
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MOLSON
24-12 oz. bottles

$3.99 each
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Needed Badly! following tickets fo
Senior Week: (will pay full) on
Gatsby, two Casino Night, twi
Clambake. Urgent! Call R<

Dear St. Jude, patron of lost courses,
thank you for answering our prayers
and please continue to help us in the
future. All prayers are answered if
publication is promised.

Mary, Ann, & Sandy - Thanks for
your patience, especially when
Heights was the last word you wanted
to hear again. Without your support,
I doubt I'd have made it! Chris.

Needed: Commencement Ball tickets
will pay cash. Willing to pay above
original ticket cost. Call Pam
964-4881.

To the Latin American Princess
Sharky: wants you, needs you, loves
you, and he will make sure you have
a happy birthday. Happy Birthday

°rincess.

. Q"-fo" drivers

If you are an experienced driver we may have just the
right opportunities for you. We need dependable
drivers to move our rental cars throughout the suburban area. Flexible hours include nights and weekends.
We require a Massachusetts drivers license and 5 years
of driving experience. If interested, please apply in person. Mon - Fri, between 10am - 3pm.

IfWfJ

RENT-A-CAR
1229 Washin gt° n Street
West Newton, MA

Alternative

Caw

ATTN: NURSING STUDENTS
Home Health Aide positions available to provide care for
the elderly in their homes. Flexible scheduling and excellent pay.

Work in your area.
Call for details: 641-1000
Interviews in your area.

HELP WANTED
BH

Identification/Information: Who
knows? If "Sharky" is who I think
he is; my friend and former roommate, good luck finding him. (And
what is this "Sharky" crud? Ha!
Maybe machine or La Machine, but
"Sharky"?? He doesn't even have a
moustache). Anyway, if his princess
(ohh isn't that cute) is about to add
another year to her life, well, Happy Birthday. P.S. Where the heck is
my buddy? What have you done with
him? We have finals soon you know.

"Hero of the Avant Guards!"
Fearless Biomedical Engineer and
Party Animal - handsome enough to
mpress your roommates - wishes to
meet cool BC woman. Must be
ethically and intellectually secure.
RSVP: Box 361, Boston 02258.

964-3125.

rm{ dk

Reward for info leading to the identification of the so-called Sharky.

- Summer Employment

Boston College
Computer Store
Gasson Rm 20

W

up information on
225r new Pick
BC Computer User Group.
Two part-time summer positions for sales and clerical workers are open at the Boston
College Computer Store. The jobs pay $3.75 per hour, starting graduation week and
ending around the third week of classes next September. Experience on the Macintosh
microcomputer and retail experience are mandatory. Applicants must be able to work
either 9am-1pm, M-F; or 1-5pm, M-F. These summer employments will have first choice
at the four regular staff positions to be filled from September '85 to June '86. Send
resume and references to Manager, Boston College Computer Store, Gasson Hall, Rm
20. No telephone calls, please.
Four part-time positions for sales and clerical workers will be open from Sept. '85 to
June '86. Retail experience and some expertise on the Macintosh are required. Staff
members work from 17-20 hours per week, with either a four or five day work week,
and are scheduled to work either every morning or every afternoon. In addition to
the hourly salary, these positions offer the opportunity to work on a variety of microcomputers and meet representatives from leading hardware and software vendors. Send
resume and references to the manager.
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April 22, 1985 The Heights

Dear Fellow Students:

.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank you once again for electing
me president of the student government. We have some exciting and
challenging goals ahead of us, and with your help, we can make the 1985-86
school year the best Boston College has ever seen.
We plan to take major steps toward improving the quality of student life
in all areas. In academics, we will increase Jesuit-facuity/student interaction through social gatherings and strengthened academic associations and
caucuses. We will try to put Free U. back on itsfeet, expand cultural events
on campus, continue our affiliation with the Museum of Fine Arts, and
strive to improve academic advisement.
In the area of socialprogramming, we will be responsive to student input,
we want to bring diverse lectures and major concerts that you want to see.
We wish to continue and improve theme dances and the campus pub. We
will also work to re-establish the Rat Concert Series and Fallfest/Springfest.
Our long term goals will include adamant support for a student center, a
more efficient mealplan and bookstore, and especially improved community
relations by way of tenant/landlord forums and public service projects.
None of these goals can be realized without everyone's help. Whether you've
been involved for years, or have no experience at all, please stop by the
UGBC Office anytime, and find out what you can do. The more students
that get involved, the better chance we have of making BC the "place to
be" in 1985. Until then, good luck on finals, have a great summer, and
I'm looking forward to seeing you all in September.
Sincerely

Peter W. Thomas

MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS

The Musical Guild

Kick off BC's second year with the Museum of Fine Arts by attending

Musicians Among Us

J

presents:

April 25
A&S Honors Library
Thursday

THE

C^ EVENT Q

Senior week tickets available
for all events.
Juniors can pay for them in
Carney 31
Monday-Friday
10-4PM
Certified checks only.
(No personal checks and no
cash accepted.)
Also . . . Tuxedo fittings by
Formal wear Ltd. will be held
(as printed in senior week
booklet.)
In Higgins 422

7:30PM

?

April 26 ? 8:00PM
A&S Honors Library

Friday

April 24th
7:00-9:30PM
to enjoy live music
and performing artists
Free with college ID

A T TE N TI 0 N

?

Carla Hubner, Pianist

14 local colleges will get together

l

\

)

?

The Boston Philharmonic

I

f

L

Monday ? April 29th
Theater Arts Center

?

7:30PM

II

I CONGRATULATIONS

NEW UGBC CABINET MEMBERS!

President - Peter Thomas
Vice-President - Jill Alper
Assistant to the President - Tom Livaccuri
Vice President of Programs- Glen Gulino
Director of Programs - Barbara Barry
Donna Alcott
Vice-President of Academics - Kathy McNamara
Director of Academics - Carlo DeSantis
Jo Ann Herina
Vice-President of University Affairs - Steve Rosa
Director of AHANA -Ed Miller
Director of Community - Laura Shannon
Director of Campus Community Affairs - Anne Maxwell
Vice-President of Financial Affairs - Christina Szostak
Director of Finances - Moim McCollam
Director of Press Corps - Mike Benedict

(

